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PADUCAH TRAINED NURSE
HOLDS THE MORTGAGE
MIRS. EMMA HALE RECEIVED TELEPHONNE MESSAGE FROM
KERR IN THE CITY THAT W. R. WIEBOLDT WAS HERE,
BUT PRESSING BUSINESS CALLED HIM AWAY BEFORE
SHE COULD REACH THE APPOINTED PLACE OF MEETING
Is No RELATION OF THE WIEBOLD'rS AINID TRANSACTED
HER BUSINESS WITH THEM THROUGH HER CHICAGO AT-
TORNEY—BELIEVES THE FATHER AND DAUGHTER ARE
IN TENNESSEE.
Sy working pretty industriously
newspapers of this city succeeit-
,ed in locating Mrs. Emma hale, with
wheat the Chicago papers believed
there WA% stopping W. R. %Vieboldt
sad bis daughter Martha, who are
suspected of having burned Wie-
, tweet's furniture %tore last •Snunday
sin Belmont aver-tie in the Windy
Coy. Nfrs. Hale was located on Madi-
son near Sixth street, where she is
hoaellinid und *him pretty trendy
regarding what salt lsnov,s of the
• east.
She said that elm held a mortgage
en the building occupied by Wie-
. boldt in Chicago, but she had no in-
• tendon of helping in •the prosecutirin
of him or his daughter. The deed
for her was made through her attor-
ney. Paul Amold if the Commerce
lani'ding in Chicago, and she says
that about ten) is eeks . ago ,he got
ki telephone message at her feeler on4*.clison street anti the party at the
ether end of the line said he eas W.
R. Wielmildt and he wanted to have
Mrs. Hale to dine eith hriii and his
slaurghser She arranged to meet
shim us the postoRice lobby that ev-
eMiage, but when she entered she is
banded a note by ire general delivery-
nt in which Wialoolde had written
that he was euddenly called from
the city and eould be back to see her
Bean' shortly. She says he has not
returned and that 'pile thinks hes is
asew in Tennessee with his daughz)
tee.
Mrs lisle is a trained nurse by Dr. .adrian }toyer is here
.ntoa soon and Mated that she had Fulton on business.
several names which she uses. Site
is not related tss Wieboldt, neither
did she ever see the man or daugh-
tee. as her business relations with
them came- about through her attor-
ney.
The eventog of January 2J, an
elderly man and young woman ar-
rived in this city on the 8:30 o'clock
train coming in from Chicago by way
of Cairo. They went to a certain
hotel and the man asked that they
be given rooms that connected with
doors. This request was remembered
now by the clerk on account .of it
being stnusual for a man and girl of
that -tgc. No connecting rooms were
empty. so he asked to be given one
right aerois the hall in a quiet part
of the house. This was done, and
the couple kept to their rooms the
entire evening. The next morning
they kit on an East Wand train.
and the description of Wielsoldt anti
daughter convinces the hotel clerk
these %ere the parties. This was
five days byline the $too.000 furniture
store was burned in Chicago
Mr. Hale has resided here far
about two years, off and on. am;
claims to hare been connected nail
The city hospital at one time as
nurse. She is a sprightly yoong
woman, nice looking, and tells her
story 'n a Manner that can be relied
on.. Further than Wieboldt tele-
phoning her from here in the city.
she knows nothing of his where-







1HE TRUSTEES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERING THIS FOR SEVRAL
WEEKS PAST AND WILL TAKE THE QUESTION UP AT
THE MARCH MEETING TO REACH SOMETHING DEFINITE
IN THE PREMISES—PROFESSOR E. G. STEELE OF THE
STATE NORMAL COLLEGE IS FIRST PARTY TO APPLY IN
PERSON FOR SUPERINTENDENCY OF THE PADUCAH
SCHOOLS—KARNES WILL NOT RESIGN.
lion. Peter Beckenbacle chairman
cf the committee on examination
and (entree t.f study for the Paducah
school board, yesterday annoanced
I that he and the other trustees had
been considering the question of
st osier hours for the educational
siltation% of the city for the past
•-X weeks; an dthat at the March
• eating of the trustees they would
even op the matter for discuseien
and se what can be 'accomplished.
Many of the trustees have ex-
pressed theenselves as believing that
the great growth toward meteopoli-
•' tan -sire by this city demands that
s the scbools'iake.6n aiVair of progress
as 'reveal in the large places. The
reeteee* expres*ing 'Themselves thus
er believe that more time for im-
itation-should be given the add-
en, and they be not confined too
• to the close study room in their
luny, belitiing that more can tie
•mplished by the child with a
isomers. and refreshed mind 'kept
lc v by plenty of outside recreation
rd exercise than by constant and too
otst application every day.
Mr. Bechenbach stated that two
ircforms had been suggested in this
• Inc One that the hour continue
as they are for recess and noon, but
"g-ht the echools take tip at
°clock and 'dismiss at -3:30 o'clock
the afternoon. .The other idea
vanced is that elle bnildings take
at 8:30 o'clock. in the morning.,
he the regular morning recess, then
row only twenty minutes fOri the
icheon the students bring with
em,' s and let the buildings diamiss
the day at about a o'clock in
afternoon.
It. gleckenbach has been a strong
vocate of shorter hOurs ever sinte
went into the board, and says, that
e board mites the -, change A
..not ibecolue effective futtil next
niter, ae it would be had policy
. "the hours right in the'mfddle
the ie•c'ellt •"
.another thing the 'trustees want to
te, is to first decide who shall be their
next superintendent to euperkde Mr.
I tide and then get the ideas of thii
new gentleman upon the subject. Thy
teachers and professors now in the
set vice all believe that shorter hours
snd more exercise are -conducive to
iaore vigorous work and better re-
sults and are strong advocates of the
change.
Mr. Beckenbach says another
strong point for shortening the hours
is that many a poor widowed mother
in the city labors hard to educate
her children, and that with less
hours inside the study._ roost! the boys
:not girls arc given more time to
belt' their good mothers do the house-
held chores. •
Feint Personal Application.
Professor Es G. Steele, who attends.
'the State Normal college at Bowling
Green. is the first _outsider to come
here in psrson and apply for the po-
sition of superintencknt. He spent a
day or :tut here and left yesterday
to tettan to that normal institution
where lie -to studying to oeter equip
himself for educaional work.
He is a fine looking man of about
C-irry-eight years of age and favor-
ably impressed those trustees he
called on. He inn in his written ap-
plication for the position and gave
recommendations showing he had
.•elotre tine Ian& satisfactory school
work in many Missouri cities. •
Every day differe4 'trustees re-
teivu applications from professors in
distant portions of the country and
when the board elects the super'in-
tendent it will have a large list of
applicraibiie from which to draw.
Monthly Session.
Th c month! y-ifitetiitg( -61"(Tic board
ensues next Tuesday evening at the
k1ashington-building on West Broad-
ay, and the report in the afternoon-
Sell that Trustee William Klinlei
v:cield probably resign is branded by
that .gentlernati as '-etroneclus. as he
• inteuds remaining, oh the ,board.
TUGGED WITH - !GETTING OUT
PURSE OWNER 20,000 NOTICES
hliisS, WM. E. BAKER AND MISS




WM. SMITH IS CHARGED WITH
JUMPING ONTO RAILROAD
TRAINS.
C. M. McIntyre Was Arrested Yester-
day by Humane Officer sanders
for Cruelty t Animals.
As the time rolls on the intries
snatchers continue quite active and
the shecess seitit which they have
thus far plied their nefarious vocation
seems to have made them bolder as
they have succeeded in foiling de-
tsetion to this date. Another nervy
attempt was made last evening but
the culprit did not get the purse,
although he broke the handle in tug-
ging for it. The vatims were Mr•.
Wiliam E. Baker, wife of the city
detective and Miss Edna Wright,
caughter of Mr. George Wright. the
hardware man ,of South Third streets
ltoth ladies reside on Clay between
Seventh and Eighth streets.
Mrs. Baker and Maw Wright were
emoute .home last evening shortly
before 6 o'clock and had reached the
aacant lot between the Wallerstein
ard Michael homes on North Seventh
between Monroe and Madison streets.
It eas verar dark, and suddenly Mrs.
Baker looked back over her shoulder
and saw a burly negro blipping
up behind them. She was on the
outside of the pavement and with a
scream of earning to her companion,
leiped for the street to run, when
she •tripped and fell in the gutter.
Miss Weight as not so fortunate as
to get that far away from the dar-•
key, as with a lunge forward, the
negro grabbed her purse ishich was
dangling from her hand and clinging
tc it, started to rim back through the
vacant lot. Bravely and with unusual
gr,t, Miss Wright stood her ground,
awl livid On to the purse with much
strength. By this time the handle
had broken under the strain of tug
between the two. In the meantime
the screams of the ladies attracted
he attention of Dr. King Brooks awl
his brother, Mr. John Brooks, on thc
ether side of the street. and they
rushed, over to the rescue of the
frightened ladies. Seeing them com-
ing the negro loosened hie hold on
the purse and darted through the AA-
(alit Int with the two gentlemen be-
hind hint. but he outstripped them
am' got away.
Miss Wthght had only a dollar or
two in her purse but Mrs. Baker had
hearty Pio in her pocketbook, and it
is good luck that the robber did not
grab and made way with it.
The negro was a yellow darkey,
weighs about :so pounds and was a
young man.
Jumping the Trains.
William Smith was arrested yes-
terday on the charge of jumping on
ant! off an Minas central rail/Tend
train in the yards. here.
Drunkedneaa Charged.
L. Kelly was arrested yesterday
by Officers 'Johnson and Cross on
the charge of being drunk and disor-
ezly.
Horse Owner Charged.
!it McIntyre yesterday had a
crippled horse down about Second
4.nd Kentucke avenue, when along
came Thomas Sanders. the officer for
the Humane society, and commenced
talking to McIntyre about givin the
ailing animal treaternent and better
attention. McIntyre got a little bdis-
terous, claimed he would do nothing
of the kind, and the humane officer
politely arrested the man and carried
him to the city hall where a warrant
was- issued, charging McIntyre with
cruelty, to animals.. Officer Sanders
intended letting hint alone if he took
care of the horse, but when McIntyre
began "blowing Off" Mr. Sanders ar-
rested him. The horse's tendons were
drawn so he walked in the manner
a, person treading on their toes.
Miss Lillian Whittemore, of Massa-
chusetts, arrived yesterday to visit
her brother, Judge Edagar Whitte-
mr-re. the retq estate man.
MAILItH UNDERTAKING IS
BE WORKED ON BY
COUNTY CLERK.
NOTICES ISSUED FOR
. OWNERS OF NOTES
FRED A. HUNTER ESTATE
PUT pl. HANDS OF PUBLIC4DMINISTRATOR
Judge Lightfoot Will Tomorrow
Moieties. Begin Calling Over
His Quarterly Court Docket.
lie t of stamping and sending
Out 20, notices is one ems being
perforate by County Clerk Hiram
Smedley 'and his force a deputiei,
who are taril at work on the unesir-
taking. riree notices go to partiee
sehn have recorded mace in the
clerk's ofSce during the past five years
rnti which leniders of notes are now
to be summoned before the county
twurd of iitipervisore in order that the
latter cagficeertain nhether the notes
erre evei assessed fur county and
state tax towspoars.
Diitig:f five years back- Loom
votes Is been resorded in the
clork's Ace, and as each evidence
caoiershiel of the amount of caelt call-
ed for in-them, and this is Susceptible
to taxatioao, the supervisors had the
clerk to Make u a list of the note
Settlers and amount called for in
each. Mr. Smedley found there were
loom for the fire years Back. and
:tow the Sktperessors are having him
issue notiats for the beilders.of the
tiotes to appear before the board and
testify under oath whether these notes
have, ever been taxed. There art
tx notices of each note, one notice
te he giv to the -tette owner and
the other usatiry The vharif-ittI
making a return to the elelahowitig
service hag. been gotten on the holder
of the note.
It will take the clerk several days
yet to eornpleoe stamping these no-
tices and gettinj them in condition
for distribution by Sheriff John
Clgilvie's force.
Qualifications.
On motion of Undertaker Ere,:
Kroh the county judge yesterday or-
dered that, Public Administnatir Felie
G. Rudolph .take charge of the estate
of the late Fred A. Hunter, the Illi-
nois Central railroad engineer, who
dice last week and leaves no relatives
here.
If. V. Keebler qualified hefocie the
judge as guardian oi Ruby Pearl
Smith, while Eder Eaton qualified
.1, the gnardian of.Francis Eaton
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot tomorrow morning
opens the monthly term of quarteriy
court by calling over his docket and
wetting the day on which each case
is 10 be tried.
Proptity Sold.
in the county has been sold
by Robert Eley to John Cousins for
$75. and the - deed lodged for record
yesterday with the clork.
Charles T. Trucheart transferred
Colored petsons prockuring licenses
ing out behind the cemetery.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk footed marriage license •
to Battler Fondaw and Nellie May
__Melina; T. C. Jones and Francis
Eaton: Virgil Hart and Hattie Mae
Roberts: Bettjamin It. ?aliorrie and
Emma A. Puke.
Colorded persons procuring licenses
%etre Arthur Chambers and Katie
Morgan, former of city and latter of
Paris, Tenn.; Samuel Garrison and
Amanda Heath, both of Deitmaine.
COLLECT LICENSES.
City Treasurer Continues Receiving
Snug Sum Each Day.
'City Treasurer Dorian continues
coleding "quite a few" dollaro each
day from pa-tiles paying their city li-
cease, despite the fact -the. penalty
went on yesterday. He is collecting
nothing like he did before -the first
of this month, when all could pay
without the added cost. It will be a
week Or two Yet before License In-
spector George Lehnhard gets things
in shape to warrant all those who
have not paid up.
5VOL. 23, NUMBER 241
DON'T SAY A WORD! DEAR JAPAN M4Y GET MAD
AND GIVE U S A LICKING
•••
THIS IS THE POLICY OF ROOSE-








Washington, I). C., Feb. 2.—Thcr:
v.-as no abatement today of the ap-
prehension and uneasiness felt in citfi-
oal circles here over the relations
now existing between the United
States and Japan. It can be positively
stated that this feeling of :Jam,
growing out of a rxrlotts and critical
situation, is more general tonight
than at any time since the beginning
C. its development. ,
The discreet members ill both
braisches of congress have been ward-
ed to hold their associates in check
and prevent further utterstaces that
are likely to inflame the people pf
Japan and impel, them to force hos-
tile action by their government. It
ie realized risie that the speeches de-
livered by Senator, Remise and
Gcarin added fuel to the fire and other
ettblic expressions have contributed
toward lessening the friendlessuese
of the laps for this country.
Taft Warns Legislator,.
Senator Taft has been the mediuun.
tarough whom a 4iord of warning %aim
conveyed to senator" and representa-
tives. He has dropped a quiet bust
impressive word to twiny prsiniin._ p t
Iceislators begging them to make ce:-
tam that no more addresses are do-
lirered pending a settlement of the
vexatious school problem. its et.*
instance Mr Taft made it plain that
the sitaipsinn is wave- . _Hie esrlen*'
tons have prciaed convincing and to-
day there neve several whispered
conferences in the cloak rooms of the
cseitol, where opinions were express-
ed that sinless extreme caution is
erireised an open conflict between-.
the United Statet and Japan must
(snow:
No poierese can be nude in the di
rei!on of relieving the existing ten
teen mail the school authorities of
San Francisco arrive and have their
t‘ieltarence with the president and
Secretary
nien—Altina rin. RmIi 
These two
retsdent of the San
Francisco board of education, and
Alfred Roucouvieri, superintendent
ni the San Francisco public schools—
hold the key to the situation. Upon
their decision will depend in a large
measure the character of relatiens
sustained 'in the future between the
United States and japan. The see-
ponssibility for an open rupture and
possible hostilities will be placed
on these two men. When they arrive
here the pf!sident and secretary will
faliy appeise them of the crisis that
prevails and urge thern to make
some personal sacrifices in the inter-
est . of patriotism and the general
gGolCie 
-
urse Depends on Con:erence.
What determination will be reached
by these men after they have heard
sistemente front the president and
Secretary Root can not be predicted.
Liery niember of the California dele-
gation in congress has pledged him-
!self to exert all possible influence tohave Altman and- Roucouvieri sus
I pcnil the order barring Japanesechildren from the public schools of
'San Francisco. They believe theirinfluence and advice will prevail andthat the order will be suspended,
thus averting the probability of war.
rut they can snit make -the definite
and conclusive promise that this will
be done.
Dozens of telegranis were sent to-
day by members; of the California
delegation to prominent men at biome
eounseliing moderation and cessation
ei inflammatory ntteratrces.
Governor Gillette has been request-
ed td remain hi Sacramento and pre-
t.-nt any outbreak among the rneni-
lYers of' the state legislature now in
5c-sties:rt. • Ile is charged with the
(hit) of making certain that no bills
nre introduced prohibiting Japanese
children or affecting Japanese labor-
ers. lie must see that no speeches
are made on the subject and no in-
terviews given out which might
.me?r Tokyo and add to the sernined
reletipes now existing.
To Repress Legislature.
COVerill,1 GitiVite me here with the
edecation otticnile, but it was later
realized that ids can perform a
greaten+ service by remaining at biome
and restraining rise state't legisla-
ture.
The Californians in congress have
decided to snake no' farther statements
regarding the Japanese question.
kenresetrtative Hayes has been de-
signated as secretary ot the delega-
tion. He will hereafter gise out any
infenstsation for publicatiOn.
Telegrams were received here to-
eight from Smut Francisco that in ad-
dition. to President Altman and Su-
perintendent. Roncoveri the entire
board of education will come to this
city fee consultation witb the presi-
dent and Secretary Root . The sens-
ational statement was made in these
telegrams that every member of the
board of education has given a solemn
pledge that he will not fayor sus-
pending or rescinding the order pro-
hibiting Japanese children from at-
tending the public. schools no matter
what argument are advanced by the
president and * his advisers. They:
have announced that they will stand
Lail in the attitude assumed and will
not even yield to avert ear The
declaration of this idtmovable postiiiin
has added materially to the gravity
pi-the situation and increased The an -
pitehensima manifested in
Want Jap Coolies Excluded.
'the theory on which the Cahio-
iiians here are proceeding is that 114
a' (Continued on Paste Suet
CONFESSION OF
WHOLE BUNCH
FIVE BOYS HAVE BEEN RAID-
ING 'rfiE HOUSES ON
NORTH SIDE.
James Doolm and Harry Stone Were
Both Dismissed of the Charges "
Against Them.
'George Gains, Claude Holland. Bert
Roberts, Fort Jackson and Henry
Fletc)-r were all held over to the cir-
cuit court grand Jury by Judge Cre%51
in the police evert yesterday morning
on the charge of housebreaking, to
which they confessed. All the boys
acknowledged having broken into the
grocery of Leslie Clark, on North
Twelfth street. an stealing some
Cigars, tobacco and other things.
This occurred late -Thursday night.
For this they were each held to the
grand ttry in $.3eozbt.. All but Rob-
erts then celrff 
.eet • -
having robbed
W. M. Mitchell's .grocet'y Thursday
night, stealing. $s in money, a gold
watch, sonic tobacco and other things
They pulled a plank from off the win-
dow, it having been 'nailed there to
cover the hole reit Ott broken glass.
A separate warrant was isitied against
these four for this, and-tlfey were then
held over on this risktiCin $300 bond
each. Gains and Holland then con-
fessed to having in-unshed the front
wirtelom of Ear/ Dunn's drug store at
Seventh and Clay streets several
nights ago and stealing *tome toilet
articles. On this third charge another
warrant was issued- against the two.
and hey were held over in $too bond
in t
. Th boys have been raiding store
after stere on the north aide for the
past week or two and the police have
Iliad a general idea as to who was
doing the work, but conclusive evi-
dence was not gotten until the past
day or two.
James Doolin was dismissed of the
charge of petty larceny.
Harry Stone was...dismissed or the
warraat charging him w:th hitting
















which time the business session starts
at a o'clock and the open meeting one
flour thereafter.
The music department supervised
!Ile open meeting last Thursuay after-
crowd Friday evening at the church
noon w'th the departmental chairman.
Nirs. Jamei Weille, presiding, and 
with a candy sale and social that
teemed with happy arrangement,
ender whose guidance an excellent ..._.__
musical programme wre rendered. Charming Bridal Diniscthose earticipating being Miss Anna
Bradshaw, Mrs. David M. Flournoy. Mrs. 
henry Rudy. of Kentucky aye-
Mirs. Lelia Wade Lewis. Mrs. George ii flue, was 
hostess for :.n elegant lun-
B. Hart, Miss Mail Bolling, Miss r;,.cloc.
.cheon <lie tenderell Monday at t
i k in 
honor of Miss MarthaPuryear. while a charming paper 
Davis and her bridal party. It wasalong musical lines was presented by 
Miss Virginia Newell. one of the most , one 
of the winter's most exquisite
sodal gatherings. pink roses and pinkculturad and finished artists in this I .
line in Padncah. I
rslabons, with the latter gracefully
The first open meeting under the I looping around the flowers, forming a
beautiinl center - piece for the diningais-iiicee of the Art Detrartmcnt of
hall table. to which attraction W Vitlo. club will be given Februare zi.
enhanced by a silvery And cloystal
at %inch time "The Angel of Art- Zsiil effect. Very catchy and unique were
Ile reported by Miss Alice Coniposa• the placr cards, that indicating the
*The Saint of Art" by Miss Dow seat for the bride a representation of
III...hands .aml 'The Mad"'"13 "i , the bride and bridegroom. while small
A ei- by Miss Anna Webb.
—It— 
• veils and briquet s serve4 for the
' matrons of honor. Minature figures of
Halescophic Club -best man" pointed out the seats for
It is proving a moo beneficial the mains of honor. ,
series iif studies the progressive yisti- Nine cserrses were included in the
nix ladies arc perusing in the Kales- Menn the ices being in pink •rose
ophic Clab. and Oteir meetings are 'cases and. brought from Louisville,
sesemblings of much interest to them,. while the iced cakes were a continua-
DurInIT the ""sin" with Miss Eli"- i lion of the white and pink color idea.
heth -Sinott Friday morning Miss 1 Those served were Mrs. William
afeajorie Scott reported in a fine talk, Booten, of Denver, Col.; Mrs. John
"Development of the Roman Drama"! W. Scott. Mrs. Vernon Blythe, Miss
was the engrossing subject of Miss i Anna Rhea. of Nashville; Mise Eve-
Hallk Hissig's talk that was nuns- ! lyn Walker. of Dyersburg, Tenn.;
Misses Martha Davis. Elizabeth Sin-




Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler. of West In a very handsome manner many
rroadway, was hostess for the Five guests were 'entertained Tuesday
Hundred club meeting Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Adolph Weil at
afternoon and it was an attractive cards in The Palmer parlors cotnpli-
affair, participated in by seven tables mentary to several ladies 'tow visit-
of player% ing in the city. Miss Flora Harris
Mrs. W, 'Armour Gardner took the captured the first prize, while that for
nrize for dub members and Mrs. the second gift was taken by Mrs,
Clarence Sherrill that for the visitor. Herman Friedman and presented the
the card game being followed with a visitore, it being taken on a cut by
sumptuous luncheon. :qrs. J. Jacobi. Mrs. Victor Voris
Mrs. William D. Sanders, of Colton- captured the lone-hand trophy and
bee, Miss.; Mrs. S. C. Green, of Hen- Miss Stella .I.evy, of New Orleans,
derson, amt Misses Belle Lockett and that for the visiting lady.
Mabel Hart, of Henderson, were the Ten tables were surrounded ly5-
out-of-town guests in attendance. players who. alter the entertaining
—ff.— game, partook of a delightful hm-
Tacky Party. aeon.
With a tacky 'ietrey. Miss Flossie --0--
Like of South Sixth Stret. -eittef- ;Theatre Box Party,
tained a number of ffiends Thursday I A double box party was given Wed-
evening., and a fine time . was had.; nesday evening at The Kentucky by
The cestumes ailiirning the young! Mr. and MTS. William - Hughes, oi
folks were very cvil andas- imilme. We-t ;effersi in c omp. limentary to Mr.
' also 
i 
ludicrous. the ladies prize for and Mrs. Willinin D.. Sanders, of
Ng& oust Lougbablc joins to Miss Columbus, Nissi lfr, $, C,- Grfen,
willy interesting.
The club meets each








s The Woman's Club.
Quite elated were the ladies of the
Woman's Club on being ireptirtedto
' during Thursday's session at Grace
chutch parish house, that tiegoria-
- lions had been closed and the deed
made whereby the women purchase
the Grief property pn Kentucky
, avenue between sixth and seventh
streets, which property will be the
• site for the handsome -dub buildinf;
-the members intend constructing.
The ladies have been laboring indus-
triously securing subscriptions form
progressive citizens who came coin-
mendably to their aid, and 'it is
with a feeling of satisfactibn that
they realize that the property is now
theirs. They paid $2,000 cash while
the remaining $2,000 is payable on
time. The residence now occupying
the property will be used until at
tonne future date the club desires
to tear it down and erect their cost-
ly and substantial structure that will
be their home forever afterwards.
Mrs. I. D. Wikox chairman of the
House committee with help of lier as-
sistants is now arranging to equip
ihe building and get in shape foctr
occupancy.
During Thursday's session Mr.
John G. Maier of the civic depart-
ment informed the others that his
branch of the club was holding in-
formal sessions in getting thoroughly
svganized and would this week have
things tolerably banded, after which
time they' labor along lines laid down
by the "American Civic Federation
nith which the department has affil;
4if iated.
Mr. C C. Mengel. Louissille's lead-
ing club woman. wiW address the
Mollie Sullivan. while Mir. Melvin
Quarks took that for the gentlemen.
During the evening light luncheon
was partaken of by the guests who
were Misses Essie Smith, Lucy Ghol-
somEdna Hayes, Mollie Sullivan,
Flossie Like, and Miss Garland; Mes-
srs. Will Bourland, Arthur Bourland,
Silas Howard, Melvin Quarks and
Mr. Like.
Party for Visitor.
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and Miss
Sarah Sanders will entertain at cards
Wednesday afternoon at the former's
home on West Jefferson street, com-
plimentary to Mrs. William Davis
Sanders, of Coluinbus, who is
their house guest.
Happy Social Assembly.
Mr. and Mrs, C. M. Lynch, of
North Seventh street, had quite a
crowd of friends as their guests W.ed-
nesday evening at a general social,
consisting of games, music and other
diversions, which were followed with
indulgence in dainty delicacies served
in the prettily decorated dining hall.
Those invited were Mt. and Mrs. C.
,C Du'vall, Mr. and Mks. James Wat-
son, 'Mr. and Mrs. W. If. Poore,
Misses Daisy Bryan. Emma Smother-
man, Willie Ilinuphrey, Gertrude
Thomas. Ida Thomas, Myrtle Hoyer,
Jesaie Gott, Nellie Hotchkiss„ Ora
Alley, Neva Bowers, Minnie Thomas,
Celia Thomas, Fannie Rhodes, Clara
Rhodes, Bessie Lou Waite and
Messaa. fames Michael. Chlrles San-
dere Allison Watts. Walter Reams,
Albert Hansen, Mack It rogate Athei
Robinson. Ear! Johnson, Willie
Straub, Archie Householder, J. J.
Howell. Walter Sander, and Master
_ Paducah club March 7 on "Ethics-
Glenn Poore,tumuli Needs of Kentucky" her ap-
pearance here being under au:spicies
Church Entertainments.
of Io!al body's department of edu-
Many were the attractive featurescation that has as chairman Mrs.
for several church entertainments thatHenry C. Overby, who made a report
• drew out large crowd, the past week
showing what progress 'f hey had and supplied those art-rifling with a
made along this line. It is probable delightful time. Monday afternoon
that his department will take up the
, the Church Furnishing society of the
questiiin of securing shorter hours ior
First Christian church held an open
study in the Paducah public schools. meeting at the Sorth Ninth street
by laying the matter before the board residence of Mrs. George C. Wallace.
of trustees for consideration. All
cities over the country dismiss for the
slay at about 2 o'clock in the after-
Friday
The musical programme was a• nice
feature. while light refreshments were
partaken.
mem. experienced educators thinking FritIty evening the Grace church
that being the tinie limit in which '
/ Junior Guild entertained at tlie parish
the little ones should be confined.
The art department has 
organite.lf attract.bnuse with a very f  littleive
and is now „Kalinin,its wort, a play, the 
opening feature being a
"Top' Tursy" arrangemept followed
cial meeting being held yesterlay with 
i
the chairman, Miss 
Anna Webb, of , with a fine productiOa of "A Black
i Diamond,- participated in by MissesSouth Fifth, at which architecture wi•e
taken tip, with prospect of ii number 4 Jennie 
Belle George. Emma Greer.
of lectitree aiong this line. This de- 
Ml Ratcliffe. Ira 'Belfry. Reginaeti 
nartrecat will have charge of the next 
Tyler. Nina Saiage. Mnllie Coleman,
meeting of the club, February 21. 'at 
Ylizabeth Kirkland, Elisabeth Bos-
well, Katherine Powell. Mabel Berry.
and Messrs. Douglas nattily, Rankin
Kirkland and Edwin J. Paxton.
The ladies of the Ten'th street
Christian church entertained a large
Hart, of Henderson, Ky. Besides the
host, hostess and honored guests
those viewing Charles Hanford in
"Julius Caesar" from the box were
Mr. and Mrs, L. A. Washington, Mrs.
Hughes McKnight and Mr. Cade
!Davis.
; The performance was witnessed
from another box by Miss Anita
Wood, of Wichita, Kan.; Miss Flor-
ence Schrader, of Indianapolis. Ind.;
Nliss Ethel Brooks and Messrs. Edsmin
J. Paxton, Louis Rieke, Jr., and Dr.
I. B. Howell. •
McKinley Day Honored.
"McKinley Day" last Tuesday was
commemorated by the faculty and
students of the McKinley school
building in Mechanicsburg, where an
excellent programme of many attract-
ive points was presented. The build-
ing was arranged prettily with carna-
tions, the favorite flower of the mar-
tyred president, while these were
worn by many of the children. The
musical programme was conducted
under the supervision of Miss Caro-
line Ham, the musical instructor of
the public schools, and one sweet idea
was the quartette singing "Lead,
Kindly Light," which was one of the
dead president's most favored hymns.
Songs of a patriotic nature were sting
by the little ones, while a fine talk on
the life of President Md.:it:ley nas




The United Daughters of Confed-
eracy will meet Tuesday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock with Mks. Bettie Buck-
ner, of Eighth and Jefferson streets.
Informal Dance.
The suite of handsome offices $a
Dr. I. B. Howell in the Columbia
building was converted into a dime,'
door Friday evening, at which time
a utember of young people indulged in
as: informal affair, spending several
piegsant hours dancing, tile occasioe
being in compliment of &Acta! visit
Mg young ladies.
Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Blythe and
Mr. and Mrs. Cook liusliamig chap:
croned the party which consreted
Miasea Belle Lockhart. of liendcraon:
Evelyn Walker, of Dyersburg; Anita
Wood. of Kansas ;Florence Schrader,
of Indianapolis: Anne Rhea, of Nash-
y:11; Mary Scott. Ethel Brooks,
I•larehe Hills, Lilly Mae Winstead.
Belle Cave; Nleesre. Wallace
Louis Rieke., Jr. Charles Cox. Datid
Koster. Frank Chappell, Walter Iver-
son. . Roscoe Reed. Fred Wade,
Frank ;kola. E. J. Paxton. I. It How-
ell.
Dance by Young Crowd.
Y.esdamea Jetta Hobson. Lanretice
S (*leaves and .Anna Belle Sehree
!inICT1111C111 a it illy creme! of y-nnii
prople who spent Thursday evening
ita:cing at the Knights of Pythies
;loll on Broadway. Those there vers..
Misses Mabel Hart. of Ilendersesei
Cabell. Mattie Lou NleGlathery.
I 'Hiatt Hobson. Elsie Hodge. F.Iira-
beat !iebree. Nellie Hatfield, Gee.:
Erizabeth Boswell. lfe'c
I ;Hs. Jeanette Petter: Messrs Roy
Prather. Toni -Colburn, Chas. Cces.
lellnane. John Orme. Chas. lasal.s.
.1 in McGinnis. Will Baker. harry
...glens-in. Jas. Langetaff, George C




1 he Charity 'club haa arranged for
a tea to be given Shrove Tuesday at
the residence of Mrs. Ciel.rge C %Vat-
mce of North Ninth street.
Alumni Association.
Looking towards securing shortei
study hours 'in the public achoo.s of
this city, the Paducah Alumni asso-
ciaton, during it, meeting Friday at
the Washington building on Wet
Iniadway. selected a committee to
efaifer with the school trustee* in
tins matter.
Friday's session was one of many
attractive arrangements. Miss May-
belle Beyer rendering a piano solo,
Mrs. I.eia Wade Lewis and Miss
Courtie Put-year a duet, Miss Pin-
year and Miss Adah Brazeltoil also
played a piano duet and Mrs. Lewis
rendered a beautiful vocal solo.
The meeting the last of this month
is one of importance as the anneal
election of officers will be held, while
this is the time also- for payment of
dive.
Party for Visitors.
Miss Stella Levy, of New Orleans,
and Miss Pearl Blum, of Nashtille.
were the honored guests for a hand-
ssime card party given Friday after-
noon by Mrs. Herman Friedman /at
her home on Jefferson street. The
residence was beautiful with its ar-
tistic arrangement of floral decora-
tions, while the players surrounded
seven tables at cards; euchre being
the game.
Mrs. Henry Weil captured the first
itft, while Miss Viola Ullman took
that for the lone hand. MiSs Carrie
Weil. of Cleveland. 0., took th -it for
the visitor, and Miss' Bertha Folz
the consbltion trophy. The cards
e ere followed by a charming lunch-
eon.
The out-of-town guests were;
Nirs. Sarah Weil. of Cleveland,
Ohio: Mrs. J. Jacobi., of San Fran-
C,FC0 Ms* Pearl Blunt. of Nashville;
S:iss Stella Levy, of New Orleans;
-NI:is Carrie 1t*efl) of Cleveland; :Mist
FIRST SHOWING AT
OGILVIE'S
OF NEWEST SPRING FADS, NW LACES, NEW EMBROIDERIES, NEW
WAIST MATERIALS, NEW SKIRTS AND JACKETS. OF INTEREST TO




has hardly opened we have had
to re-orde: a great mar.y of our
fine embroideries and laces.
This promises to be by far the
greatest lace season in tnany a
year, and we are equal to the de.
mind, for never in the history of
Paducah has there been gathered
together such an array of Lam
and Embroideries.
New Laces in Val, light and
heavy Cluny*, Filet, Venice,
Irish, etc. High class novelties
in lace or embroideries.
Exclusive designs in embroid-
ery and match sets. Great variety
I Appenzall Embroidery. which
is the new creation.
'The Store That Has the ?oods."
Wash
Materials
To the most particular. as well
as to those who love to get as
much of their spring sewing
through in February, we wish to
state that we are now showing
the first complete line of 'pew
Wash Goods in all the new mate-
rials and design, such as E-i-
mroidery, Silk Zephrys, Shimmer
Silk, Figured Batiste, Zephrys,
Madras, Batiste, New Girighams,
etc
TO BE SEEN AT
001 ILVI E'S
"The Store That Leads"
Skirts:
Jackets
We are now ready to show you
new spring Skirts and Jackets.
With our vast and well selected
line of new and up-to-date
Skirts for spring we are in a po-
sition to satisfy the most particu-
lar woman in Paducah.
Our stock of new Skirts and
Jackets have just arrived from
the most fashionable makers us
the country.
We guarantee both style and




-The Store of Paducah"
Frank, Ogdensburg. N. Y..
Miss Sarah Putnick, of Camden. Ark.
111—
I:evolutionary Daughteirs.
Mrs. Eli G. Boone. regent of the
l'aducah Chapter. Daughter* of the
.-',merican Revolution, was during
the meeting of the body Friday after-
ternoon with Mrs. L. S, Dullois.of
Lomitain av time. chosen the Padu-
cah delegate to the National .1). A
R.. convention which will be held
April 19. at Washington, D. C. Mr.
Fannie Allaori was chosen as the al-
J.' -nate.
The chapter ladies of this city have
about completed arrangements for
the Flower Carnival to be Kiser* at
the Kentucky theater April 5. for
cc tit of the fund, out of which there
will be erected the handsome drink-
mg ()amain on the postafice yards
at Fifth and $Broadway. Report* of
pt ogress were made during Fri4as's
*e$ 'ion showing that private contoi-
Fuoon• of $too had already been
made tq the fund, the last $3 hcirte
donated' by Mrs. D. G. Murrell. ••nc
of the leading chapter members.
Mesdames Bettie Buckner._ IT. S.
‘‘'ells and M. B. Nash were name$1
the committee to arrange for the pa-
triotic luncheon to be given February
72, in honor of the anniversary of
George Washington). birthday.
A literary feature of the sesoion
was a most entertaining pawn-, en
"Literature Features of the Revoat-
tion, John Dickerson and Others." by
.Visa lichen Lowery.
The chapter meets with Mrs. Dr.
1`,:errell Friday. March 1.
Eighty-seventh Anniversary.
A small party of friends not yis-
terday afternoon at the residenc.• oa
North Fifth street of Grandma Mat
thews, to celebrate the eighty-seventh
anniversary of her birthday. A nt..s:
pleasant time was had, ths guests of
the occasion being Mesdames A.
Lamle', W. J. Chikirese. J. Halloran
A. M. Glasgow, A. I.. Linaed, Mar-
that Hamilton and M. E. Council..
Grandma Matthews entertained her
friends delightfully, and it being re-
procated so that she refused to
!et the ground hog come out.
European Tour.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech leaves to-
day at noon for New York. from
which city she sails in about ten days
for Europe and other foreign coun-
tries where she will be until next
fall touring points of interest.. She
joins a party of friends over on the
other side of the waters.
The Delphic Club.
The character of "Cerslantes" was
sketched Tuesdhy moiling during
Slit meeting of the Deuhhic club by
Mrs. Frank Parham, while Mrs.
Robert Plhllips discussed the con-
nection of "Don Quixote with Span-
ish chivalry and literature. •
The programme 'for the coining
ueeday is:
Roll Call—Quotations from the
Spanish Student,
Calderon—The Arab soul in Span-
ish feathers—Mrs. Louise M. Rieke.
a. Lope de Vega—What Love was,
was the S'?arnsh - drama
1.01.c A Ruda
2 Reading -••Tomorrow" from Lope
de Vega
Birthday Party.
In honor of the thirteenth anniver-
aary of her birth. Miss Susie Dabney
entertaiited a few friends Friday af-
ternoon in a tine manner at her tannic
ou North Fifth strew Games and
eefreshmente engaged the jolly
crowd for several hour'.
Professor S. H. Clark.
The Saginaw., (Mich.) C•niner-
' Iterald speaks aa follows regarding
the appearance there of Professor S.
• ii (lark, who will give an entertain-
. tl.rilt at The Kentucky theater. March
2J. under auspices of the Women's
1. !ids of this city:
! 1 he reading of Stephen Phillip.'
diornatie arrangement of "Ulysses"
by. Professor Clark of the I...nisei-toy
of Chicago, was generally agreed to
he one of the distinct literary tre:.ts
r.1 the convention. For fully an hoar
end a half the large audience sat in-
hale gazing absorbedly on Proles...sr
Clark and listening to his resonant
voice as he declaimed the passages
&scribing the adientures of the
.Creek hero. He showed himself pen-
seesed of ntarielons ilratnatic power
snci doutitlese succeeded in impressing'
en his hearers phases of the (ail story
which they never before thought .4
The dramatization opens in Orme
palace. where Telemachus. his sons i
quarreling with the drunken guest
U111, take adiantage of his _ father's',
continued absence to live easy on life
possessions, Professor Clatk tit*.
turned to the scene of Ulysses 1011 the
l•land of Ogygia and pictured mas-
terfully the emotion of the hero on
esperienning a longing or his hymn
and wife after being under the in-
fluence of the nymph Calspso fot
many seara. Ili. farewell to th-
Removal Sale!
BY MISS A. A. BALSLE
MOVAL FROM MY PRESE
WHITE 4 KIRKS. I WIL
STOCK OF MILLINEARY,





Y. ON ACCOUNT OF MY RE-
NT QUARTERS, 314 BROADWAY,
L CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE
MILINERY NOTIONS. FANCY
E NEXT THIRTY DAYS AT
E COMMENCES MONDAY.
H. COST PRICES NO CONSID-
N WILL Br. ANNOUNCED
Mrs. A. A. Balsley
Announcement
WE HAVE CLOSED A CON-
TRACT WITH THE FAIRBANKS
MORSE & CO. FOR THE SALE
OF THEIR MARINE AND STA-
TIONERY GASOLINE ENGINES,
AND WILL GLADLY FURNISH
LRICES AN DFULL INFORMA-
TION ON REQUEST.
S. E. Mitchell
236-238 South Third Street)


























A 616 MUSLIN UNC[RW[All SALT
The lowest prices Muslin Undergarments will be sold for during 1907. Clearing Sale
prices on all remaining winter goods.
Wonderful bargains on newly arriv-
ed Dress Goode.
Nobby new spring styles in new
Skirts, Fashionable Euits, Stylish
Salk and White Lawn Waists.
Newly arrived lots of long French
Kid Gloves
The new and beautiful American
Lady Corsets at $1 to $a.
The new terry toeGingh anis mark-
ed special at 16 2-3C al yard.
Three thousand yards of new Em-
broideries in a fine lot assortment,
marked at prices that will dispose of
these lots quickly.
New Silks fresh from the looms,
not tender frurn age, priced at prices
that will please you.
These new assortments and the ai-
riest daily arrival o fother new as-
sortments, together with ow Great
Cut Price Clearing Sale of all remain-
ing winter goods.
The slaughter prices in the Clott-
ing Department, big values in the
Shoe Department with the introduc-
tory low prices in the new Grocery
Department, all combine to make
that big store the place of tmnsua,
tuying interest during the days et
February.
The time for Muslin
buying is now. That's
Muslin Underwear sale means
you. Better take advantage of
special trade event while prices








Harbour's Department Store NORTH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
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emphs. his later descent to Hades
int: outbursts of emotion as he under-
its sot the friala prescribed by the
sods. his return to hie home. dis
guised. revealing larnself at the prop.
•er moment, were scenes pictured vi-
•inly and with tine artistic perception.
=e the vari.eis characters opeesented.-
- e—
Davis-Bringhurat.
um- of the mos, gorgeous social
then!' of the season was the marriage
Tueidsy evening of Miss Martha
Stewart Davis and Mr Edward Mul-
ing at the Broadway
Methodist church, *huh edifice was
elegantly decorated and packed with
a faulsionable assembly drawn out by
the brilliant nuptials, of this ' promi-
nent young couple.
The weddisog march was played by
11r. Samuel H. Winstead. while Rev
NV, T. BollfIng. D D.. performed the
ceremony. Afr. WIllianb Booten of
Denser. Colo, sister of the groom.
aid Mesdames Vernon Blythe. Henry
s Rudy and John W. Scott of this city.
were onatron• of honor, Miss Eliza-
beth Sainott the maid of honor, and
6 Nits oe• Mary Scott and Kathleen
hitetield Ow bridesmaid. Mr. Ed-
ward Scott, cousin of the groom.
officiated as best man. while the usH-
ets vo ere Messer* Wallace Weil.
David K.wger, F.dwin J Paxton. I. B.
Howell. Louis Rieke. Jr.. and Charles
'Meter The han•lsona bride entered
. leaning on the Jrm oi her brother.
lir. Frank Fowler paris. and im-
mediately following the nuptials the
pair were tendered a wedding recep-
tion by the foriole't granohnother.
'lir.. J. H. Fowler of Kentucky
avenue, where hundreds called to con-
gratulate the, happy pair The bride
and groom will return the middle oi
One month from their wedding tour.
and make their home at the Davis
reeideoce on Wentucky avenue
'Entre Moils C'ub.
Miss Francis Wallace of Ni.rth
Ninth street bad the Entre Sous club
membere as 1.er guests Wednesday
altering-n. and a happy time wae en-
joyed by the young ladies. Miss Mar-
jorie Bagby captured the club gift
awl ifs Anita Wood of Wichita.
tl.as for the visiting lady.
Lebelterm served after the game
was ers' delicious, and (mitt) ed by
those present. consisting of the dub
suctiebere. and the following nut-of-
trewn geeets: Mrs. Win. Botten of
Denver. Colo.; Miss Florenee Schard-
cr of Indianapolis, Ind..: Miss Anita
'Wood of Wichita. Kan.: Miss Vir-
ginia. Kinney of New York. and Miss
.Anna Rhea of Nashville.
The club meets Tuesday afternoon
at 2:jo o'clock with Mis. I.illic Mat
Winstead.
- 'As You Like It.
, Mr .nd Mrs. George C. Wallace of
North Ninth entertained the As You
Like It club Thursday evening. the
, assembly being the intial gathering





Guthrie. Okla,. Feb. 2.—The pro-
lhibition fight was fairly launched iu
the constitutional convention yester-
:day. and both morning and afternoon
sessions were devoted to speeches
upporting and attacking the majority
and :ninority reports of the liquor
raffle committee. A new phase has
been injected by the Rose amendment
-which provided for a separate stibmis-
icfn af Ole liquor questiem4 to the
°ter?. of the proposed state of (-Mae
Ionia. This iakes precedient of-both
report- and also the Willinnts substi-
ute which advocates constitutional
iprohibitiou along the Rees suggested
1)y the enabling act. The dentocratie
rty is split, due to the wide', Varied
platforms on which the delegate=
were elected. The prohibition discus.•
gion will continue today.
_
REDEMPTION OF JUDGMENT FOR $1,500
RAISED BILLS
DETECTIVE MOORE GOT
GOOD MONEY IN PLACE OF
TAMPERED ONES
One Bit' Was Passed Upon the Pal-
mer Bartender, and the Other on
Customer by Jeweler
Detective T. J. Wore has received
from Secret Service Agent Bolan, of
the United States detective depart-
ment, two crisp $i bills for purpose of
redeeming two bills of this denomina-
tion that had been raised to $5 each.
One sf the bills passed at the Union
depot and another upon the bartender
at The Palmer. Someone bad taken
each of the $1 bills, and with shrewd
penviork raised the denomination so
they easily passed for $s, for which
they were spent. The government.
when it finds a raised bill has been
passel igises the holder the legal
value ef the money, that is the de-
nomination it was raised from. and
then takes the bill that has ben
tampered with and files it away at
Washington.
Someone during the federal term
of court here last fall passed 3 $t
bill Ilia; had been raised to $5 on the
bartender a: The Palmer salon,.
When the currency got to the bank
it was discovered and thrown to one
side. Six weeks afterwards the case
was reported to the detective
In the other case some one passed
a $t bill raked to $5 sit a well known
jeweler here. The jeweler ease it
out to a' young woman who, not
knowing it was tampered with, bought
a ticket to Memphis. and the next
day the depot agent here discovered
the bill was raised: Detettite Moore
ferreted out who the woman was.
she being well known and of good
ft/stoat:on. She gate the depot agent
four more dollars to save hint, from
losing anything in reporting the ticket
sales to the I. C. headquarters. The
jeweler. then reimbuesca khc lady,
this leaving the jeweler the loser.
'loth tampered bills were taken up




Muitkogee. I T . Feb. —Judge
LtIts Sulzbacher of 'the federal
eaurt has ordered returned to F. W.
Sharp a wedding present valued at
$2,00io which the latter gave the ju-
rist's daughter. Sharp is not ccvn
an aciftsaintarice of the Sulbacher
family, and is a litigant STi the court
presided over by the kudge. A week
;are Sharp and his partner bad a
misunderstanding about an oil lease
near Glenn Pool. Judge Sulzbacher
heard the case and refused to issue
a reserainIng order, reserving final
necision until this week. In the
mean/time Sharp went to Dallas and
sent the costly dinner service to Miss
Carrie Sulzbacher of Kansas City.
The young woman informed her fa-
ther. Today the judge heard the
Sharp case and ordered all operations
on the lease suspended.
Burris to Death in Oven.
Uniontown, Pa., Jan. 31.—Tony
Sain went to a coke oVen at Oliver
No. t today, deliberately undressed in
the cold and threw himself, naked,
head first into the bed - of fire. Boys
who saw the act reported the matter
and meh pulled out thc badly charred
body.
Money talks. but there is not enough'
of it in the world to take tho place
of a woman.
Feminine faith-cure advocates
squander a lot of money on so-leaned
complexion beagtiiieri.
AGAINST KATTERJOHN
MAX NAHM AND JOE FRIEDILA N WERE GIVEN A VERDICT
FOR THAT AMOUNT YESTE RDAY AGAINST CONTRACTOR
WILLIAM KATTERJOHM, WHO IS HELD BY THE JURY AS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DA MAGE DONE THE REGISTER
PLANT—JUDGE REED TOM ORROW CALLS EQUITY DOCK-
ET, AND ALSO TAKES UP T HE EX PARTE SUIT THAT
TESTS THE THIRTY POLICE BILL
.A judgment for $1.soo :vas returned
yesterday against Contractor William
Katterjohn by the circuit court jury
in favor of Max Nahm and Joe
Friedman. Only nine 'of the jurors
signed the verdict, the other three
not agrecine to it The judgment
was ',turned after the jurors had
been out foi nearly thirty hour* con-
sidering the litigation. Mr. Katter-
jen will seek a new trial of the liti-
gation, and if this is refused will
carry she matter to the appellate
bench at F:ankfort.
Nahm and Friedman sued for
$2,500, and it is learned that when
the jut)' first went to its room five
favorei! Katterjohn and seven the
other side. After wrangling several
, heave, the Katterjottp side won over
one juror, making six for each side.
Finallt one went over te the Fried-
man side. when two more, and this
making nine the verdict was Feturned,
the other three refusing to sign it
and standing out to the last for Kat-
lerjohn
Xahm ar Friedman owned the sto
Broaduay building that was occupied
several years ago by The Register
Permission was given by the paper
for a second story to Wpm on the
hobse. and Nahm & Friedman got
Contractor Katterjohn to build the
added story. The roof of the first
Rom WTS torn off during the construc-
tive operation; and rain poured in.
damaged the Register which got
judgment for about $2.3iso against the
biuld;ng owners. Nahm & Friedman.
who the sued Katterjohn on the
grnmid that he tore the roof off and
W2F responsible for the newspaper
NAN1C,LED BODIES IN .% PILE
Ninety Perished in Mine Disabter in
West Virginia.
Charlestown. W. N't.. Feb. t.—The
mangled and dismembered bodies of
at least thirty of the eighty or more
victims of Tuesday's disaster in the
Stuart mine, near Thurmond, W. \-a..
wers piled about the foot of the
:haft when the rescuing patty reach-
ed the mine level just before dark last
evening. On account of a broken
cage it was imposhible at that time
to begin their removal. that grusome
work being left for toady. and only
one body was in condition for re-
moval with the bucket that was at
haat used. Instant death seemed to
have overcome the miners and a tho-
rough investigation will be necessary
to determine the exact cause of the
(I:sister.
That none of the ninety who
were in the mine when the disaster
occurred escaped new seems certain
end the reacuing parties are looking
fry- more bodjes farther into the
inrne.
No Water Wagon for Insects.
(London Daily Mail.)
That insects have their own saloon's
and get intoxicated just like 'human
beings is the charge made by Pro-
fessor Bottomley, who lectures on
botany at the University of London.
The leading saloon in the insect
world, according, to. Professor Bot-
tomley. is the wild arum. It looks
like a large lily, and its big, dark
shaft extending. upward is the sign
that attracts the insects. They climb
down into the nectar pit beneath the
flower's bags of pollen, and there the
man sued the contractor for $2,500,
and are given $t,soo.
On the jury reporting yesterday
they were finally, dismissed, and. to-
morrcw morning at 9 o'clock Judge
Reed will commence calling over the
equity docket to ascertain what cases
on same are ready for trial which
he will then enter into hearing the
litigation personally, and with out
assistance of the juries. lie will be
engaged several weeks at this.
Take Up Ex Parte,
Judi..e Reed announced yesterday
that tomorrow he would take up the
ex parry suit tiled last week by the
city solicitor for purposes of having
legally tested the bill enacted by the
state legislature last year providing
that second class cities shall maintain
a police force of not less than thiry
patrolmen. The solicitor will pre-
sent the litigation to the judge to-
morrow. and :he latter then take it
under zolvisement It is believed the
judee will render his opinion by the
last of this week.
The republicans in the general
council want only eighteen patrolmen
on the force, while the democrats want
thirty. The democrats had the Ken-
tucky state legislature adopt the law-
compelling second class towns to
have :hirty. and the republicans claim
this nactment is illegal out the
ground it divests this city or self
government. To have the new law
tested the ee parte petition is lodged.
H the courts decides the thirty bill
is illegal, the force will have to be
cut down from that number, to eigh-
teen officers.
WATESWAYS BILL
Admitted Now That Nego May
Be Made Surveyor at Cin-
cinrusti.
Washington. Feb. t.—In the house
today Mr. Burton, of Ohio. moved
that that body resolve itself into
committee of the whole for the con-
sideration of the river and harbor
appropriation bill, coupling his mo-
tion with a propolition that the time
be controlled by the chairman of the
committee of the whole, if 'such time
be less than one hour, and time over
that lintit be divided between the
chairman of the waterways commit-
tee and the ranking member of the
minority. Ace Banithead, of Alabama.
Objection was made to this by Mr.
Payne, of New York: Mr. Dalzell, of
Pennsylvania, an et Mr. Clark, of Mis-
souri.
Speaker Cannon cut the knot by
explaining that the condition of pub-
lic business waranted the time to he
apportioned by the chairman of the
committee of the w-hole, in order
that Ow ball might be fexpedited.
The house then began, in committee
of the whole, the consideration of the
waterways bill. Mr. Burton making
the opening statement.
Considering Negro for Surveyor.
It was admitted 'at the White
House today that the peesident
under consideration the name of
Ralph Tyler ,a negyo Columbuie
0.„ for. the. position of surveyots of
cuetorns at Cincinnati. It was stated






We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
term. On a number of items we can save you money.
Come early, you might not get what you need if you wait
to long.
damage ii.dgment Nahn & Fried- D. E. Wilson ‘L Bc*kMusk Man
At Herbotes Department, Store
j K. COULSON, 3
inPLUMBINO
Steam and Hot Water Heating.





good health and this COM-
bined with modern satl•ary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Ilbsestard' Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you umpies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones sot 132 St. 4th.
CUMBERLAND TELEPHNNE Qtb TELEGRAPH CO.
INCORPORATED
Has issued statement of its business for month of December and the
increase in the number of its subscrib era is shdwn as follows:
Number subscribers December i, sloe
Number added during month
Number discontinued 
Net increase 






EDGAR kW. .WH ITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTsi'llt.. 'WESTERN KENTUCKY PAMIR E.A31/
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VESTERN
irlekiTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PR= Lin
num TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
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Entered, at the Postoffice of Padu-





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to




Vs e are authorized to announce the
osisoliijacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
subject to the action of the
dentokratic party.
• •
We are authorized to announce the
'candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city jailer. subject to the action of
die democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Bear(les for city
stibject to the action of the
illemocratic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
Ceorge W. Landram, of Livingston
comity. as a‘ candidate for railroad
vommissioner from the First Rail-
toad district of Kentucky; subject to
th, actiou of the democratic party.
'Sundae Morning. February 3. 1907.
•
The Cettr At Washington.
One cannot read the further reporta
Of affairs in Washington in regard to
ebe J ipartese question without beiiig.
actounded at the attitude ot the ad-
ministration. We believe this to be
a free souiatry and the right oi local
self-governnwnt to be the corner
stone opon which the republic rests"
another privilege in the country is
that of free speech. but if conditions
at the capitol are as portrayed in the
iii patcitet, it Nil he but a few years
before this country, will be ruled as
.the European countries were ruled
in the Dark. Ages. The represetna-
tires of the people of California in
the state legislature are to be re-
prease.3. and not permitted to express
their sentiments it they do not ac-
cord with those of his Imperial
Magesty Roosevelt I. and his royal
zdviters. In the telegram we are in-
forme it
"Governor Gioette leas been re.
mooted to remain in Sacramento and
prevent any outbreak among membtrs
of the state legislature now in sescion.
14e is charged with ditty of making
certain that no hills are introduced
prohibiting Japanese children ..r
nffenino Japanese laborers. He most
ore that no speeches are made on the
tobject and no interviews given out
which might reach Togo and add
to the strained relations,noo- existing.
"It . was at first intenifed to have
Governor Gillette come here with the
ellecation officials. but it ma; toter
realized that he car periorm a
greater teriice by remaining at home
amt restraining the state's legislature.
Californians in congress have
Oecide3 to 'make110 further statements
regarding tlio Japanc‘e questiow Rep.
riOentatiVe Hayes has heen•dcaiguateil
as. se-reary. of the delegation. He
1011 herafter give -not any inierma-
firm for .pnbtieztion.."
.Th6 governor of the great state of
California "is charged' with the duty
of making certain that no arc
horrid:iced" in regard to ;Japanese
.•children or coolies. -Who has'Fliar
tire governor of a -state to, prevent,
'legislation? The state itbself does
rot assume tbat authority. so it must
Osb Pestieltrit Roosevelt or his adviser*
at Waikington. . Where do they get
the aiohoritO or powerto instruct or
charge a governot of. a state on
questions of legislations? It mean'
• that the t4op1e of California may not
speak through their duly accredited
representatives, without permission
from WashingionO The laws of Rus-
sia giees thOt..powee"no doubt to the
Czar, and here in :this country we
find the presidOnt assuirsing those
sweeping powers without warrant or
authority, and as a consequence. to
tolerate such conduct 'on the part of
the chief executive of the .nation ls.
to bring about condition= far more
intolerable than those in the Russian
empire.
aoThe goternor "must o ee that no
5.
speeches are made or interviews given
out . oa the subject." If this is not
aiming a death blow at fret speeh,
then we do not know how to char-
acterize it. Are the governors and
legislatures of America but mere
puppets in the hands of one who,
enters office as a servant of the peo-
ple and once enthroned he assumes
to be the lord of creation or that
patch of it on the western hemisphere
between the oceans, the lakes and the
gulf? Is it not time for sober
Amerkans to ask "whither are we
drifting?"
Again. it comes to us from the
throne in the shadow of the granite
shaft, erected to the immortal Woshe,
ingtoo, that the Philippines are to I
be abandoned and the cruisers to!
escape by the way of the Suez capal.
to a place of safety. We suppose by I
this that the mighty saffron-hued men '
of the Orient are welcome to sail
out on the seas and help themselves
to any and every thing that floats the
stars oid stripes. Before that is
done, however, we hope his imperial
majesty will at least give the Ameri-
can people the privilege of entertain-
ing the mighty men with one round
only.
In an seriousness, we must confess
that we do not understand the pecu-
liar attitude assumed by the adminis-
tration at Washington and sic are
sure that the press of the country
does not indorse the stand that has
been taken.
The Chicago Chronicle, a conserva-
tive republican newspaper, editorially
says in its issue of yesterday:
"The man who is brave as oell as
just will concede much to justice but
nothing to menace What is true of
a man is true of a nation, and we
!believe that it especially true of the
American nation
"We can not conceive of this 4
public falling into a panic over the • drawabfrom the cabinet. ia dead.
San Francisco. salmi matter. WeI The nation hag its own idea both as
.^ he much of a lawyer to
VO10‘t that the federal government has
nO the sehools of
alifornia than with those of Great
Britain or France, except when a
sia e violates the federal constitution
or laws made in pursuance thereof.
The proposition that California has
violated the federal constitution by
refusing to give Japan control of its
schools is utterly -absurd."
The Nashville Banner in nieption-
ing a new treaty with Japan satoost
"It is said that Japan will atk for
a guarantee against mob violence for
her subjects and that the Japanese
children now in this country ohall be
placed on tfie wine level as those
of other foreigners in the public
schools. The federal govhIument's
rights to make any such guarantees
wilt pt. challenged, and if they are
made it will cause fsictio* on the
Pacific coast."
Aterica seek!' eiii'vjar Atli& Japan,
and Is perfectly willing no -doubt to
make as fair u treaty as possible
under all existing conditions, but
America stands for Amcricopo first,
and he who truckles to a foreign
power is not a true Americkte Our
people and our institutions we si ill
cherish, protect and preserve at all
cost, whether they be menaced by a
foe from feign lands, or by those
invested with tioqpbrary authority
at the seat of' government.
From the Twilight.
(New York Milil.)-O••
• When Russell A. Algerdictated,.in
Iwo. the interview reflecting on Pres-
ident MclKinley, which %%SS published
only this wee)c, be Must-- hsvo sup-
posed he %as precipitating Oa heated
controversy. ofts the event pterved. lie
was merely calling a roll of the dead.
Every man named in the vatement
has gone. to his reward. McKinley is
dead. Hobart, through- whom. it is
alleged, McKinley's oisk for the
Alger resignation was ecioveyed, is
dead. McMillan. opposition to whose
senatorial candidacy by Alger was the
reason avooed* for seeking his with-
can not conceive of official circle, at :to William MeKigley's "backbone'
and as to his patience. and nothing in
the posthumous interview can shake
it. That document gets its sole in-
terest from its testimony that in eight
years the national stage has been
emptied of the men who filled it
Swift ha. been the pace of events
since the first trixip•hip sailed for
Santiago in the memorable summer
of MO. The Alger intetview is sim-
ply a muster ..1 the shades
life's Joismay. •
(National Magazine.)
To me. life is a highway. leading
through a strange country, where no
mile-past is passed the second time
It is bordered with green fields and
countless flowers and leads from an
unknown point of departure to an un-
known point of arrival.
Our coming ,we believe, was from
Omnipotence, and therefore our going
we hoot.. is to immortality.
Now is the season of probation;
each is chisseling a credit or a debt.
As :he flowers by the wayside give
out their perfume to us in abundance
so also should we let unreserved gen-
tleneso, kindness and goodness radiate
from us to all humanity.
The important and timely moment
of ev.oy life is 'the now' and our
deeds should make humanity con-
scious oi our passing.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Congressman Butler Ames. of Mas-
sachusetts, is said to be already in
training as an aspirant for the scat of
Senator Lodge. whose term has still
four years to run.
Ernest Counter, a University of
California student of the class of '07,
has been appointed American vice-
consul at Tsingchao, China, the sixth
university man to be honored with an
appofntment to a consulate po;ition.
Lady Frances Balfour, one of the
best known supporters of the move-
ment for woman suffrage in England,
is one of the daughters of the late
duke of Argyl and was married in
1879 to Eustace Balfour, brother of
Arthur and Gerald Balfour.
II. H. Rosseate recently appointed
head of the bureau of yards and docks
of the navy department, is the young-
est man ever called upon to fill this
responsible office. He is only 36 and
ranks as the rear admiral. His rise in
the engineering world has been phe-
nomenal.
Former United States Senator
Cockrell, of Missouri. who has been
ll at his 'home in Wagton for
three months, has gone to-TTorida for
three weeks' rest. He is going on
in discussing Senator Rayner's speech the advice of his physiciareto spend
in which 'he criticises President most of his time fishing and.' will then
Roosevelt, has this to say: resume his active duties on the inter-
"Other 'cases are cited by senator state commission.
Rayner in which the president claim-1 SenaMr La Follette. of WisconsiO,
told a friend the other day that heed and exercised powers conferred on
other,. In the Santo Domingo affair. had made $16,000 clear during the last.
althongli the treaty has never been lecture ceason, which was-a short one" 
because congress did not jo4n un-ratified by the senote, the president
has been executing some if its provi- 1 61 Julo and the poli
ded much of the
xVoencies
along. When the courts. have not de- in Wisconsin deman
eldest to suit hint, he has bodly repri- Tenator's time in that stale. Mr. La
madded the judges. Ile has attacked Follette will femme his lecture tour





until the close of the scoot*. He ex-
to control; theie own schools, and he poets to make not less, twit $25.000
has done this in the name of a on the plaforto this yeaf.
treaty which says nothing about
schools, and wtich would be voi‘d to Some people never look tip as long
that extol if it did. One doesvit, ao they can :Ovid lip.
Washington being thrown into a
state of consternation at the vague
language of a Japanese orator in the
imperial parliament. Still less can
we conceive of this government—
this particular administration—assum-
ing an anxioua and apologetic attitude
at a veiled hint of strained relations
with Japan The present president of
the United States is not without
faults, but timidity is not one of them.
-There can be no doubt that the
people of the United States, with
the exception of a small party on the
Pacific coast. entertain the kindliest
senitments toward the Japanese peo-
ple. They demonstrated their good
will during the Russo-Japanese war,
and they had shoo it it half a cell-
turg.ago. Sand lot bloviation does
not voice the sentiment of the Amer-
ican people.
"But while the people of this
country will concede anything to
justice, decency and national self-re-
spect they will not be coerced Or in-
timidated on any issue whatsoever
They oill not %eek to propitiate any
other people by the assumption of a
humble and deprecatory attitude.
They will not prostrate themselves
before any other nation on earth.
They do not have to do so.
"What is quite as much to the
purpose, no nation is going to seek
to coerce the American nation. The
notion that Japan or any other power
is going to enter lightly upon the
conquest of 85.000.000 people united.
militant and rich beyond all other
people in natural resource; is pre-
posterous,
The notion that such a campaign
could be successful is equally prepos-
terous. Even if the Japanese govern-
ment enterained hostile sentiments to-
ward this republic, which we do not
believe, it would hesitate a long time
before engaging us in war on an
issue like the San Francisco school
matter. If the two nations ever do
come to a rupture it will not be upon
a trivial pretext but because of an
invitablc conflict.
"We do not believe that sucli a
conflict impends. but if it ever ,should
come to an appeal to arms the Ameri-
can people will meet the issue calmly
and intrepidly and without any ap-
prehension of deprecation whatever.
• 'Millions for defense, not one cent
for tribute, is a sentiment which, in
one form or another, has inspired
'this republic from its birth. It will
not be abandoned because some eimid
people see the specter of war loom
large over the California school-
house."
The Courier-Journal of yesterday
.411•0011•01.... reg.
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THIS IS THE SEASON WHEN THE SEWING MACHINE IS
MADE TO HUM, WE HAVE MADE GREAT PREPARATIONS
FOR THE SEWING SEASON AND OFFER A GREAT MANY
VALUES THAT WE WILL BE UNABLE TO DUPLICATE THIS
Teachers' Training Class Meets To- SEASON.
morrow Night at Grace Church— 1
Mission Bodies,
Rev. William Bourquin of the
German Evangelical church of South
Fifth street will hold services this
afteruoon at 2:3o o'clock at the Mis-
sion in Rowlandtown. This week the
minister and wife leave for Chicavo,
and as they do not come back until
next week, no services will be held
the conting Sunday at' the EV311-
gelical church.
Teachers' Training Class.
The Teachers' Training class sill
meet tomorrow evening at 7:30
o'clock at the Grace parish house, and
during the session there will be ex-
hibited and discussed charts, models,
,niaps. Otgloations and other articles
used to a.4ist the teachers in their
work. Anyone having some of these
and desiring,. to loan them for the
instruction cap telephone the class'
1
 lea em who pill have them sent for.
Woman's Atgailiary.. • FINEThe Christian *Wioipan's Board of
Missions Auxiliary of the First Chris. (ALL WHITE)
tian church will meet Wednesday CHECKED
afternoon it 3 o'clock with Mrs. Wil-
liam Humphreys of Jefoison street.
All women of the church interested itt
missionary work are cordially inviteil
to arend. .
Wa. h Goods
TWELVE HUNDRED YARDS OF FINE DRESS GINGHAhiS AT
toe A YARD, AS GOOD AS ANY YOU WILL SEE THIS YEAR.
AT IS I-SC. IT COMES to TO 10 YARD PIECES, BUT WE CUT
WHAT YOU WANT,
YARD WIDE PERCALES IN LIGHT SHIRTING STYLES AND
DARK DRESS STYLES—YOURS FOR toe
GARD THIS AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
White Goods
A YARD. WE tE-
t
SHEER FINE INDIA LINENS AT IOC. Is s-sc AND tic. TOIS
IS AS GOOD AS ANY WE HAVE EVER SHOWN, CONSIDERING
THE GOOD QUALITIES WE HAVE ALWAYS GIVEN AND THE
EXTREME HIGH PRICES OF TODAY, WE CONSIDER THfISE
WHITE GOODS VALUES MARVELOUS.
46 INCH FINE PERSIAN LAWNS AT 30C AND isc 'A YARD.,
MERCERIZED CHIFFON, SOFT, FINE AND WIDE. ‘3gc AND
, Women's Home Mission.
Time oman's Home Mosool so-
ciety of the Trimble street Metho-
dist church oill meet toniorrow after-
noon at o:so o'clock %volt Mrs. W.
Pu-kett at ter home on 9.56 Har-
rison street.
MR. AL HYMARSH
Announce. For City Jailor.
In toslay's poper be f.nuoi
amionnceineno subject to the
of the democratic party. Mr I) -
m.ir5h is the well known contractor
and has lived in Paducah for 3o years.
By him energy and integriety he has
built an enviable reputation for hon-
esty opstosapabilito. A life lone
democrat and ham always been
found oith his 'tumbler at the wheel
pushing for the success his part)
He has often ;erred the city as a
cooticilmnii and him record will hear
inassection., lie is big hearted. genial
and cle.er and was never known to
may no to his fellow man in want.
,!tfr. Ilymarsh goes into the lace
oith thc backing of many warm owl
make a most admirable officer, and
since friends and if elected he will
prove a worthy servant of the peopl.•
in the office to which he aspires
INTERESTING ITEMS.
Russia has added td000000 to it•
pooubation in a decade.
In proportion to its sire the 'horse
has the smallest stomach of any quad
ruped.
The largest hospital in the world i.
the Metropolitan, on Blackwell'..
Island. New York.
Mary Mauske. to-year-old daughter
of a Wheeler (S. D.) farmer. hauls a
load of wheat daily to market and
sees to its disposal
Taking the statistics for the entire
world four and a half persons to the
thousanil are either deaf, dumb, blind
or mentally deficient.
The largest crematory in Germany
is at Gotha. The number of bodies
burned in it last year was 445. an in-
crease of 56 over two.
New York Blackwell Island bridge.
that 's expected to be opened early
next year, will have twice the capacity
of the Brooklyn bridge.
During 1936 America produced coo,-
000000 railroad ties and to.000,000
neckties. Returns in wedding ties
have not been received yet.—Denver
Posit.
Ear drums made o(. thin leaves of
silver are being used in the Russian
military hospitals for diseases of the
ear, to replace defective organs.
A Spanish laundry has a stationary
tub in it. but this increases labor in-
stead, of lightening it. for unless rain
has filled the tub, which is out of
doors, in the court yard, water has to
be drawn from the well to fill it.
Time German Export Review states
that Berlin intends to make trials with
automobile fire engines, for which
purpose the sum of Oto,000 has been
placed at dionosal. One electric car
and one sterm•car are to be put in
service.
Mrs. A. P. Kelly .and daughter.
Miss Civian have returned home afte•
a six week's visit to ho former"
sister, Mrs.. F. J. Frazier of San An-
tonio, Texas. Mrs. C. f. Perry. wile
accompanied the former to San An-
tonio.• will remali there for the sOin-
te-.
There is a demand' for a simplified
college yell 'which Prof. Brander Mat-
thews might promote iithout inter-
ference from a corn-fed ongress.-
LINGERIE CLOTH IN CHECKS. PLAIDS AND STRIES
AT asc.
NAINSOOKS FOR CHILDREN'S WEAR AT Sc. 11
SOC. is i2c.
FANCY WHITE GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. F 0 R
WAISTS AND SUITS.
OF COURSE YOU HAVE SEEN OUR NEW EMBROIDERIES
IDS THE BIGGEST, BEST LOT HAVE EVER SHOWN. SEE TII.E
SHOWY EDGES AND INSERTIONS ON GOOD QUALITY OF MA-
TERIAL AT sor tsc AND ssc A YARD
FINE LOT OF MATCH SETS IN SWISS AND NAI101100111
SPECIAL VALUE IN IMITATION TORCHON LACES AT Sc
YARD
PURCLUTHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.





I nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
(.6.'1111. flobrrtfinr, fresi
30fi iirnahwag.
N. ill. Van (rutin, tratiipitr.





The steamer Kentucky got away for
the Tennessee river last evening. She
comes back again next Thursday
night.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and returns here tomorrow.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Nashville and leaves at noon tomor-
row for Clarksville.
The Dick Fowler leaves tomorrow
morning at 8 o'clock for Cairo and
comes back about to o'clock tomor-
row night. The river is low enough
now for her to get under the Cairo
bridge.
Lobsters Never Die.
Maay animals live, we arc assured
by the Detroit News, to a great age.
Others, again, die soon after birth.
The elephant lives for one hundred
years or more, the rhinoceros twenty.
the camel one hundred, the lion
twenty-five to seventy; tigers, leop-
Ards, jaguars and hyena; twenty-five;
deer twenty, foxes - foueteen. wolses-
twcnty. The llama is good for fif-
teen, the chamois for twenty-five,
while monkey's and britionias die at the
early age of sixteen to eighteen years.
The hare lasts for eight, the sOttirrel
file seven, the hog, when permitted,
for.twenty-five, the horse for thirty
and the stag for fifty years. The aso
cumbers the earth for thirty years.
while sheep live for tent tbc cow dies
at twenty, the ox' at 'tiny. Swans,
parrots and geese• live for two hun-
dred years; hawks last. for thirty-five .
or forty years, cranes twenty-four.
blackbirds ten to twelve, peacocito
twenty, pelicans forty to fifty. per
thrushes eight or ten, wrens two of'
three, n;ghtingales fifteen, black-caps
fifteens linnets fourteen to twenty-
three. Carp live from seventy to one
hundred and fifty, pike from thirty to
forte, salmon sixteen, codfish four-"
teen to seventeen, eels ten, crocodiles
one hundred yearn The • Kentucky
lobster never dies. He is at his best
—in his own estimation—when at the
age which some people call venerable.
—Louisville Herald
WHY NOT OWN. YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as yenpay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on Owproposed car extension on Broad to union depot and as Alas
streets from llgo to Imo each. Buy now on htstallmeat peaswhile cheap. Trio is the highest ground In the city. Property loanvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATRD,

























































Not Cruelty to Animals, No!
BUT LACK OF RESPECT TO THEIR DECAYING BONES is what we fail to show, when you read the way we are slaughtering their valuable coverings.Their skins today are worth more than they were one year ago and !till we sell them cheaper,---and this is why. Bec use we desire to crowd into cashall winter goods. because we do not make a practice of carrying over any goods, and because we bought too many and had such a moderate season, iswhy we have our furs to ofter you now.
50e
We have probably aoo black
Coney neck pieces, thesce are
warm and good and worth three
times es much as we now otief
them to you.. Our price oa these
tomorrow will be but 50e
$5900
Our X X X Near Seal box back
coat 24 or as inch lengths with
the very best of guaranteed two
year lining, with French Sable
-cuffs, collars and reverse made by
the best of tailors will be sold
during our fur sale for $59 00
$22•75.
Russian blouse electric seal satin
jacket, lined with skinner satin
guaranteed a years, with silk
stunrip. belt and full blouse.
regular "price of this coat is
$35.00 during this sale it is $22.75
$31 00
This is an extra good quality of
near seal with cotters and cuffs
of the same, lined with that
splendid satin lining guaranteed
for a years wont.. This coat we
always nold for Sso.00, but now
during this sale it is your's
for . • • • • • •• • $3100
_
$4900
Made of X X X best quality near
seal, lined with heavy brocade
satin that is guaranteed to wear
for a years, with deep beaver
cuffs, cotter and reverses, with
heavy guirnpe belt pretty full
blouse and one our prettiest coats,
that sold for 1175.00, during this
sale will be sold for $4900
$31 95
Our Canadian Astrachian sknner-
lined gcod wearing coats. This
garment, (nr wear, leads all our
fur garments and for warmth
there ere none better. This coat
comes in 24 and 27 inch lengths
and sold for ‘415.00 and $so.00
Sale peke next week $31 95
Now for prices on furs—you
must come yourselves, and see
as it is very hard to explaia all
in detail so you can ap-
preciate what we are tryins to
tell you, "but .in a word" will
say they can be had for
it £5 than we peat for them
and we ere 'hewing any kind of
There are probably 5 or 6 styles
of coats that we have lot Men-
tioned in this ad. but the same
cut in 'prices prevail en them if
there is anybocy within the city of
Paducah who even thinks of get-
ting a coat and misses this fur
coat sale opportunity will be doing
something that they will regret
more times than one. The time
for this sale Is tomorrow morning
and the place is at
$98 00
Our best grade of Persian Lamb
• coats, made by best. Eastern
Furriers out of X X- X Persian
Lamb that sold for Sr6s.00 and
$175.00 will be offered to ycu
Monday morning for . $98 00
317 Broadway '
PADUCAH SOUTHERN ELECTRIC SCHEDULE OF
RAILROAD INCORPORATES E. REHKopF
PROMINNENT PADUCAHANS AND OTHERS ARE BEHIND THE
PROJECT WHICH HAS NOW PEACHED FOOTING OF CER-
TAINTY, AND WILL OPEN A VAST NEW FIELD FOR THIS
SECTION—COMPANY FILED INCORPORATING ARTICLES
AND WILL BUILD LNTERURRAN FROM HERE TO HICKMAN.
KY.—NEW YORK BROKER HAS BEEN HERE, GONE OVER
THE PROPOSED ROUTE AND IS NOW FLOATING' THE
BONDS
"The Paducah Sonthern Electric
Railroad Company," yesterday filed
its articles of incorporation %Sell the
iennty cleric, capitalizing at $50.000.
rehtle the amount of indebtedness al-
Sewed, will be ta.000,000. This is the
ecdopany which a number of progres-
awe citizens have been organizing for
the past few weeks, and now that
those, arc a certainty, the incorporat
nag documents are lodged with the
clerk and completion of the work of
financing the project %HI he en-
tercel into.
The incorporators are: B. If. Scott.
the wealthy tobacconist of this city;
W. A Martin, tist ocher well known
tobacco dealer; p. R. Archer. the
main promoter, who is from Chicago:
Georget.Rush, the prominent tie man
who is mayor of Brookport; E. W.
lAhittemotv. the leading real estate
desler of West Kentucky and If. I.
Loving, the real estate dealer whit
wait fnemerly in the banking and in-
shrinter bti shirrs.
'Ike statutes, which are eery strict
io regard to organizing railroads have
beet fully complied with, ind in ed-
diede the asticlee of incorporatioe
tiled yesterday, the necessary certi-
fied copies have been forwarded tr.
•the State Railroad Commission. and
the Secretary of State. and as snor
as the certificates are received back
here from the comnaissioncee. which
will in a few • daye. the company
Will be euthorired to do business.
This eompanry will construct the
new electric railroad from Paducah
itickerian, Ky.. via Mayfield, Fulton
and Union City. Tenn., and the first
Mt' 'board of directors *ill eitnsist of II,
H. Loving, George Rush, W. A. Mar-
tin, V.". W. Whittemore and I).





Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Moagh Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-








officer* juie a• nein as the .certei-
sates are received teem the railroad
commissioners. . •
The law requires that fin every mile
of road to be constsucted Sant north
si the capitalization he paid in, and
this has been dyne by the stockhold-
ers, which inciludea the tortscr stleB
knosvii gentleren and a undilber
ether Paducahana. JOAN stock is be-
mg subscribed M every city tonetted
lor the Tine. The bonds have been
placed with a reliable New York
broker who way in this section a
...reek or two ago, went over the pro-
poi ed route and approved it as being
sn investment ee'l.thonght of, accom-•
pinying this with an agreement to
ire' that the money was forthcoming
Jur the construciion of the system.
%Vhile the fisantial end is tieing
negotiated, epd all the encouragement
retired in this respeet ie being rea-
dily gotern by the promoters, the lat-
ter will let their contracts for the
surveying the right-of-way. The con•
tract to do this engineering work
*ill go to either, the Milwaukee En-
k:neer coaipsay of Milwaukee, Wis.,
Jr Hon. Henry Rohwer of St. Louis,
the latter of is horn was formerly
chief engineer of the Miseouri Pa-
enic railroad. Both want the work
bin the promoters have not yet signed
the contract with them.
The road will be seveny miles- in
length and be bonded at, the rate of
$at:1,00o per mile. It open 'up
competition in this end of the state
with the railroad, and be one of the
greatest of commercial enterprises
beneficial to this city in particular,
anti all the country and other points
lose-bed in general, The gentlemen
have -been quietly workizig pa their
plans and have the project on a
DOCUMENT SHOWS WHAT .HE
OWNS AN1") WHAT HE
OWES OTHERS
The Parer. Show He Values His
Property At ticionoo. and His
Debts at Sto.000.
Attorneys Crier and kw% aetterday
, ficished for E. Rehkopf the schedule
showi•is the amount of liabilities and
assets of the latter. The document
will be filled tomorrow morning with
Referee E. W. Bagby, of the bank-
rtipt court, and after this is done
the referee wEl call the creditors to
meet for purpose of choosing a
trustee to take charge of Mr. Relo
hop!". private business while it is
being %sound up in the courts.
The schedule shows that Mr. Reli-
kopf values his private property at
Stoo,00n and his indebtedness of a
private nature at Sfio,000. Theie are
the figures he set in giving his testi-
mony for use during the considera-
tion f this ease by Judge Walter
?vans of the United States court at
Last week negOtiations to com-
promise the Rehkopf individual bank-
rupt matter were entered into, but
certain agreements could not be made
and the compromise in this manner
has falicn through. As yet Referee
Bagby has not taken up the Rehkopf
firm proceeding. Mr. Rehkopf con-
tests $so,000 of his private indebted-
ness that is included in the above
menooned schedule.
The St. Louis Republic end the
Memphis Comanercial Appeal contain
many new features each Sunday. On
sale at Clements Bookstore. Van
Culin's, Thompson's, 313 Broadwaj.
and by newsboy's over the city.
In the Belgian. city of Ghent, a
court decision has declared invalid an
election which took place 25 years
ago. The unlawful incumbent is now
expected to vacate.
$25 00
This ccat is made of good qual-
ity electric seal, lined with
guaranteed satin, with beaver
collar, cuff e and reverse. This is
one of our stied* jackets and be-
cause we want to sell all of our
fur coats, we will let you have
one of diem Monday morning
for .... $2500
furs worn. For muffs, and neck
pieces, astrochan pieces. Baby or
unborn Laing prices, Lynx setts
Sable prieces,. squirrel pieces,
Baum Morton and Blended Squir-
rel sets, all these furs cart be
had of us Monday, for less than
half their real value.
$1900
Electric seal jacket with two year
guaranteed satin lining, one of
our staple and best numbers that
sold for ft3s.00, with the blouse.
or jacket effect and a coat that
has been .very popular all season
is being offered to the trade to-
morrow morning for •$19 90
$47 50,
This is one of our best qualities
X X X near seal jackets, with
beaver reverse, collar's and cuffs.
with a two year guaranteed lin-
ing. .The price of this jacket was
1165.00, but during this saale
..... • • • • • • • • $4750
$87 00
Our Russian Calf and Pony Skin
coats, lined with leather satin two
year garantee lining and :Terries.
that sold for traessao will be sale
at our Store tomorrow morning
for . . . $87 00
$3e8
Ancther good offering we wit!
have for tomorrow is a lot of
tes000 fox ec-rfs that are .rich
in color and good it' quality—
That We are going to sell Mon-
day for .. . 3 9.3
SALOON LICENSE MATTER IS COMPLAINTS OF
UP TOMORROW NIGHT AGAIN PROPERTY OWNERS
THE COUNCIL AGAIN TAKES UP THE LICENSE OF EVERY
SALOONIST, AND ALSO THOSE DESIRING TO OPEN
ESTABLISHMENTS, AND PASSES ON THEM TOMORROW
EVENING—DRYFUSS AND WELL WILL TRY TO GET THE
COUNCIL TO RECONSIDER REFUSAL, OF ITS QUART
LIQUOR LICENSE—MANY PROTESTS TO BE IN AGAINST
CERTAIN GRANTS.
•
Thesmorit, inipont ant thing to -conic
before the conned tomorrow evening
dining its regular session —11 be the
saloon license ,proposition, which will
engage the most cif the board's time,
as mites, csi thc licence desired are
to be prowled against by parties
oho do not want them granted.
The council has already passed 31
thc licenses except several protested
agairrst on Eleventh and Broadway,
but on account of the license ordin-
ance being incomplete *hen the per-
mits were granted the first of last
month 'they will have to be •all gone
over again and passed on. Theodore
Peters of toao Broadway has had no
license to run a saloon since last
July. but the first of last month put
in his application for one and the
reforest nas held up until tomorrow,
uhen it nil be con,idered In the
meantime he has been arrested on
the charge of selling liquor without
*ill try to get the council to re-
consider the firmer refusal.
The aldermen do not get to the
licenses until next Thursday night.
amt it is understood that, when they
do they will refuse to let Evans open
a saloon across from the Trimble
street Methodist church at Twelfth
and Trimble, and also refuse to let
Barney Padgett and Dick Rosenthal
to open at Thirtenth and Clay on ac
count of the respectable 'people out
that way objecting to saloons, which
caused such trouble to the neighbor-
hood before the license, were taken
from all grogshop proprietors the
first of last year.
The license of J. D. Overstreet oi
North Eighth is to be opposed be-
cause last year Mayor Yeiser had to
revoke hi, permit because Overstreet
was convicted of selling liquor on
Sunday-.
is airing for the license, and this ease l COMMERCIAL CLUB.
is now pending in the police court,
and w 11 be decided this week. Elected Officers Yesterday Naming
Os-car Denicer wants to open at H. C. Rhodes As President.
Eleventh and Broadway. and his re-
quest is. to be opposed by people
who do not want the Washington
school building students to be com-
pelled to pass a grogshop every time
they g3 back and forth to the schoed.
The council the first of last month
took away the quart liquor license of
Dryfus Weil, the North Second
street manufacturers of "Devil's Is-
land Gin.", The reason the council
took it away was because the officials
came across some matter advertising
this gin, the printed cards being the
vilest and most disgusting ever run
across, portraying a naked man in
'obscene attitude. At the last sev-
sion of the council Torn Harrison,
the city attorney. actually begged the
hoard to reconsider this refusal, he
fcxting of certainty already. • desiring that Dryfus & Nivea! get
The trains wiH be rum with electric- soon as 
the civil engineering con- their qrart license, despite the vulgar
ity- and the road in nature Of an inAst
terurban that will handle - freight,
p:-..ssenger, expressage and the mails,
jast like the stearii railroads. The
only difference is that electricity is
ti•e motive power for the new one,
and ,steani engines for the regular
railroads.
While the bonds are being floated.
;lit civil engineering work wilt be in I
progress, and as this. goes along the !
ithlfi-i5led•ay Ivill Lit* bought from
the different landowners through 1
whose property the ling will go. The i
PrducahatiV have visiged evry city !
1 :id village to be touched between ;
Sere and Hickman, and the stock
I
1
hooks opened, with result that a ,
large block is being taken at each i
pIece. By the time spring opens ;
1s operations of building the road w "be wetl under way." . '
Paducah will be the headquarters
for the srystem which will be an impor- F
tarn latices in" thief seetion of .thalsistrann.nrtnri.rifilthrtrIn NI fUVInd ui/V1 , „Ti .1.
ract is let, the promoters will decide cards which have floated among the
at what point they intend entering th- -chool children of this city prornis-




The Commercial club directorate
met Tester MOTr:111; at. the head-
sittarters, : id ellet_ • the following
officers to .13-c this year: IT.
C. Rhodes. president:. Will Hammel,
first vice president; Sol C. Dryfus,
second vice president; James Weille,
treasurer. The term of Secretary
Coons does not expire until ;text
April, hence no election will be held
until then for this position.
President Rhodes has called the
club to meet next Tuesday evening'
at thisir headquarters, at which time
he will select his standing coMmittees
for egos, and begin outlining their)
work for this year.
About all the average man killt.
when he goes hunting is a 'of of lime.
After hearing some men talk you
arc surf:tit-se& at the size hats they
wear.
bout tvie
neeks finish he=ing all of the
complaints, which were I be larger
in number this time than they were
last year Every franchise is ve-
iled higher for county and state tax
putposes than they are for city tax-
ation.
Envied by Many Colleagues.
With what envy some of the sen-
ate's youngsters must be regarding
those fine old patriarchS, Morgan and
Pettus of Alabama. They didn't have
to lift a finger, they haven't lost a
wink of sleep over their reelection:
they just keep on living and Maharna
Sots the rest.
Lets than too years ago it was con-
sidered a wonderful achievement for
ten men to manufacture 48,000 pins in
a day. Now three men make 7,500,000
pins in. the same timc




West Kentucky Coat Co.
INCORPORATED.
ry, a. connectioue are to be naiffe
1 351111 ocher karge railroads. Jost as! 
. Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
•
•IMINEImmaImINI•
THE CITY SUPERVISORS WILL
BEGIN HEARING THEM TO-
MORROW. .
It is More Than Pr '-talsie That ithe
Board Will Raise Valuation
Placed on All Franchises.
Complaining property owners will
begin appearing tomorrow before the
city board of supers-isors and put
in their protests at the members of
-that body raising the individuars pro-
perty ascesement for municipal tag
poses. The supervisors base bent
out hundreds of notices informing
those owners of property whoe as-
sessment was raised to appear this
and next week and show wliat cause
they have to offer in opposing the
increase made. This week the su- •
pervisore will a!so take up the ques-
t:on of valding the franchises held by
private corporations operating tinder
these municipal grunts. It is believe
the as-Is-tn.: • 1"; ation on all of the
will be• mater:41iy raised, as the ii
ps-rvisots oast. expressed them yes
as Is : ;j. c. fixed 1 last
ye: - - ;tot. high nongh
:ror,d equitable. as compared at val-
uations placecir on other %sable
hsldings.
It will take the board
•
•
-America and the laps in Cher S'h-h-h-h! • UNFORTUNATE• •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PRECEDENT. * Matta, Efihgera Co.
earlier Tears (Continued from Page One.) **••••••••••••*••••••••••it ••
(Dayton (0.) News. ) 
'Undertakers and Embalmers.
eiaking- a trifling temporary sacrifice. It was an utifortunate precedent 1. 0 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
for the attainment of a great good that Charles Spicer, of Zion City, Ill.,
thing. The thing desired above all set the other day, and one which we
others on the Pacific coast is the ex- hope will not become generally
elusion of Japanese coolies. I. is known. It would cause all manner
*sow apparent thut this can not be -se- of har'Iships should the whole human
comphed e'xcept by restoring race undertake to do what Mr. Spicer
has done, and we .very imich fear thatanese children to the full privilege
should his conductbe made the basisof attending the public schools. Un-
for admission into the celestialless this is done, say tbe president's
adviser regions, many of us would not bes, there can be no further ar- •
taugement for the exclusion of the able to secure the beeps we are count-
coolies. - All the arguments put for- i
ng upon twanging after we are
ward are based on the one proposi- t
hrough with newspaper-making here
' The little flint-) the government is 
I to an anchorage, but, that not suiting
proceeded farther up the bae in
laving with Japan just now recalls to I I'm.
"elnind some of the other troubles had
rewith that island empire. For several
se-nturiee Japan would have no deal-
legs with other nations except Portu-
al and China. Shipwrecked sailors
. e.f any other nation, unfortunate
.1 weigh to be cast upon the island,
"were enslaved, or at least kept as
or•risoners. During the administration
.si President Polk the government re-
ceived information that quite a num-
slber of American sailors were thus
eld in bondage, and it was deter-
strained to make an effort to secure
heir release, and, if possible, estab-
i -h treaty relations with Japan.
.A naval expedition was fitted out
ender the comp-sand of Commodore
ltiddle. Among his instructions wus
one charging him to be careful and
k.o nothing that would offend the Jap-
enese. Ile tried to enter the harbor
oi Nagasaki ;Ind open communication
with the authorities, but in this he
--was baffled for some time. At last
lie succeeded in getting to an anchor-
nge, when he was visited by several
'Japanese officials. During the visit
srin American officer stepped on board
este of the Japanese junks, which was
violation of Japanese etiquette, so
' 'J.:411e Ainerican was promptly knocked
sitown and thrown overboard. For
?his Conenuulore Biddle demanded an
ilJeilogy. .
The next day he was notified that
et now.; the offending Japanese officer
and Lis father, mother, sisters and
brothers, grandmother, wife and
wife:. sister would present themselves
on board the American flagship, with
Orders to disembowel themselves in
he preeeece of the commodore and/
is officers, as a satisfaction for the
ult offs. red the American. Of
tortrae, the .‘merican commodore
would permit nothing ni the kind, and
this refusal cost the failure of his ex-
pedition, as it gave the Japs such a
imor impression of the power and
dignity of the United States govern-
ment that they ordered Biddle to
icave at once, without the 'hip.
'reek'-,l American sailors.
The next expedition was under the treaty of commerce and amity. This
tomman d of an officer of different was the tirat opening of the doors of
Calibre from Biddle. Captain 
Glyn .I 
'Japan to the world.
In the seventies there was a revolu-
tion in Japan. and the ruler perensp
torily ordered all foreigners to leave
the country. To this die American
minister protested. and the -Wyan-
dotte" was sent to enforce protest.
As the American vessel neared the
harbor it waa met by tl:c Japanese
navy. snd fire was opened from the
fort. on the thous The american
made short work of the lap navy.
and then twice gaited back and. forth
before the forts, delivering one broad-
side after another until the forts were
silenced.- Ne%t York Conuncrciat
--
who commanded,' was a rough and
• ady eaiker, with but little diplomacy
about him, yet posliessed a great deal
sof determination. As he approached
the harbor of Nagasaki 'he was met
by a number of Japanese boats, the
foremost holding out to the American
vessel a parchment on the end of a
Jong teed. Captain Glynn took the
parchment. and. without looking at
, it. contemptiumaly tossed it into the
Sea.
At this a number of Japanese offi-
cers plunged into the water to re•cite
-the sacred writing. Glynn pushed on
Smart Shoes are as Important
as Correct Costumes
Sme:t -u 't--and slippers are so im- " per. There are many beautifully cm-
; broidered slippers to be seen. but the
that it is astonishing that there are plain 
satin are just as fashionable 
if
ill „tic few women who will at. . 
adornsd with an attractive buckle or
te pt to economize in this depart-
rosette.
wie af the ont*t. aay's the New York 
The newest rosettes are truly fasci-
Telee am. It is not always necessary "tmsr• s
being formed of narrow lace
Ii' fin) the moat expensive. lase nor to 
edging about a center of the tiniest
have saperabondance Of hoots and 
rosebuds. or cluster of forgetone-nots
ties. but it ie vt,ermi.it  to be able 10 
--according to the, color of the dress.
. quite expensive to buy, this
wear the ci•rrect style of shoe sie ais
'tinier. -r re are, of eouree. different 41 style of rosette can easily be 
made up
as what is the correct style
on a piece of buckram of a size that
*keit t is most becoming to the foot. Plain
stew every weasion. but. as a rule.
Rood form nil common sense genet- 
satin bows are also worn and rosettes
of ribbon and lace. The flower idea.
ally determ e what is appropriate, however_ is new and makes a most at-
Some won:iv . for example, persist in
walking in thin slippers with high *tract"' "PP"'
French beets, but a high buttoned
boot at this time of the year and later
s-in a low lie is infinitely better form.
Low shoes with spats may be worn
during the winter, but as a heavy shoe ' tine railroad alone spends $tho.ocio
is never worn in the house anyway, a year to supply soap to the wash-
Ire's little advantage in the spat. monis in its coaches.
Women who find walking on city British Columbia women are agitat-
pavements tiresome will be relieved ing lower duties on Chinese for im-
by putting rubber heels on their walk- ported domestic service.
int: shoes. These can be added to any The production of the gold mines
common eense heel, lint art nuneces- In India in toris was 577.260 ounces.
portant an adjunct to the costume
search of an anchor. At this the Jap-
anese protested wildly, the interpreter
shouting out: "Go no furder, go no
furder!" To this Glynn tartly replied:
"Straager, go just where I please,
and I do not ineen to speak to a
single person of less rank than a
prince or a governor," and then sailed
on until he found au anchorage that
suited his notions of comfort and
safety.
The heist day the governor called,
snd to show him all honor the Ameri-
can commander opened a cose of
champegne. The interpreter informed
hint that the prince never drank. "lie
is with me now and must drink," was
the reply, snd drink be did. Captain
Glynn then informed hint that he had
conic for the American sailors then
held in slavery, and that he did not
intend to depart without them and
that he should :sail in just three days.
The governor protested that it would
take forty days to send to Yeddo and
get an order for the release of the
sailors, but Captain Glynn sternly an-
nouns-lid that they must be on board
of his vessel by noon of the third day,
or he would bombard the city. He
taid this with so much spirit that it
impre..ed haste on the governor, and
some home before the alloted time
elapsed they were in the hand of the
doughty American captain.
In 18eas not long before the close
of his administration. President Fill-
more decided to make an attempt to
break the Japanese exclusiveness, and
prepared a large naval expedition
midsr the command of Commodore
M. C l'erry. The commodore bore
authority to conslude a treaty. and a
letter from the president to the em-
peror of Japan. inclosed in a very
costly box of solid gold. and a num-
ber of vain:ibis- end esriona presents.
It wa• not until ine3 -that the ex-
pedition reached Javan and delivered
the letter of the preeislent. It then.
according to instruction. :ailed to
China. to give the laps time to digest
the letter. In 1854 Perry returned to
the island, and after many delays and
much ceremony finally concluded a
INTERESTING ITEMS.
•arv on a light tie or slipper. Button as compared with fieftesie ounce; in
Issens are worn altogether. unless the
added support from a high lace shoe
is required. Brown leather lace boots
, ere rather smart with an all brown
' walking costume. but the black, of
es ems r. are in equally • wee! style.
With a reception dress patent boots move front all the statues ornament-
with plain leather uppers are most ing its building the drapery put on I BRINGS TEARS.TO •
serviceable. for they keep in best or- them about twenty years ago, when JUDGE AND JURORS.
eler with a long skirt. Patent leather . they- were deemed immodest.
'pumps with spats are also worn to •A special room will be reserved in Tacoma, Wash.. Feb. 2.—Attorney
some extent, but cloth uppers to the the International Art exhibition. to Will II. Thompson. the poet brottler
shoes are now out of vogue. be held in Venice this year, for the of Maurice Thompson, the novelist,
For the house black patent leather. works of English and Scottish artists yesterday began his ,address to the
auede. velyet, satin or headed French and 'of American artists reeide.nt in' jury in behalf of his son. Chester,
who for seven weeks has been on tiial
charged with the imirder of judge
Emery at Seattle. his address was
an oratorical effort and brought tears
to the eyes of the jtulgi. and jut* The
aged attorney recites! from hie poem.
"The High Tide at Gettysburg," and
the material or' of sonic prominent An international nneor-boat exhibi- commented on the fact he hail been
to-mating on the gown. Satin slippers titan will be held from June 15 to ao confederate soldier. He said that
are now wore altogetlier, comfort next. in Kiel. under the patronage of he !Overt his boy and that he loved
• • • "
 I, Prince Henry of Prussia. and ',import-1111e law alike, and that be eentdd nos
ithe bought from half a size to a size ed bl the imperial navY. the German I make an appeal for the son that was1
,.-an the ors:mare- shoe se s.ip- Sea Viaheries union .and other bodies, soak wit hin iaa




.of rescinding the order of pro- 
be .., 's 
piC 
.
Mr. er, some twenty-five years
hibition againati Japanese school child- ago. stole a watermelon, as inan)
rens thereby making possible the tb- healthy - boys have done before and
aelicent debatement of, Japanese la- since. But 'Mr. Spicer has grown
borers. serious during these twenty-five years,
It is admitted on every dude tliat and instead of looking back upon the
but little can be done by the 'Vaned day he snaked the melon from the-
States to prepare for hosilities in the patch as one of the happiest of his
cent that Japan forces war. As the life, he has «nne to view it as a dark
situation exists- tonight the officials and gloomy period in his career, In
.v.sould not dare order an additional short, 'he has sent a dollar to the man
battle slnp or cruiser to the Asiatic front whom he swiped the fruit, con-
station even if the _order was the ve• fessed his sins, and asked forgiveness
meals construction would at once be if everybody should suddenly bi
rest matter of 'routine. An erro- Just Hunk of wtat that would meal!
Office 106 Broadway Pboses:Office US—Residence 1696
placed* upon such action by the Jaw.
arteee government.
An Indic:4'4ton of W.
It would be accepted a, an indica-
tion that active prepa-utions are be-
ing nude for war. For the same rea-
son no troops could be sent to Ha-
waii -or the Philippines. Even the5
t ivenieut of eiddiere within the
I. ai teal States . would be carefully
noted at Tokio. .The best possible
thing snider the circumstances is to
iticreale appropriations for various
irfms en winch the army and navy are
interested. This ha a already been
way in the matter of improving the
fortifications at Hosolulti.
action 'is being urged in regard to the
ma
GvieUeral Crosier, chief of the bureau
of ordinance in the war department.
was in cinistihatti in w ith tire military
affairs committee of the senate which
ia now aroanging the btidget for the
army. lie made strong representa-
tions in favor of kberal allowances
for ,various improvements which, base
beec. held in abeyance.
Inforsnation has reached the navy
department that great activity preit
vails in all the Japanese shipyards.
it is known that estery vessel in the
Japanem navy i 4 bong' thoroughly
overhauled and fitted for sea sersice
This Isnawledge has added to the gen.
e‘iso.tatfecling that a serious ansaosinC
°Would Abandon Philippines.
A full! plan 1Ir action regarding
the Philippines. in the ereint of war
aith Japan. was mapped wit today at
the navy department. • Officials there
feel sure that the first attack Iii
japan Semis' be cm the Plulippine.
There is not a maimed sea coast
sleicnee gum in the archipelago. list
eat official% say that at "the tirat sign
I-' 'hostilities the lour cruisers now oil
It) duty in the Philippine' waters will
leave for the Suez canal' and make
noir escape. The purpow is to save
:he veiled., as they could 'per no
eacetiye defense.
In fact, the plan is temporarily to
ebandon the Phtlippiiies. All naval
sessels capable of making the long
Iii,) to the Atlantic via the Suez
icaaal will flee at the frrat indication
of danger. leaving the Japanese to
stake peaceful possea-aion0 ot the is-- .
learis. The 'same course will be
perstied with reference to Hawaii.
There has been a continuance to-
day of nfficial denials in all quarters
to declarations that a crisis is threat-
ened bet Ween the United State' and
japsn. Theas- denials are made in
conformity with instructions isisued
by the preeedent to his aubordinatea.
Ile has advised them to make no
sta:cinents that might reach Tokio
and cause fitrther ill feeling anteing
the Japanese people, who were in-
si •eng that the home government
must' resent the insults put on them
by the people of the United States
as indicated by the action of the
eehool authorities of San Francisco.
It is, the hope of the president and
Ills advisers that, pursuing a policy of
moderation and silence, the irritations
of the Japanese may be abatd and the
arljustinent of the present differences
rendered possible. The president be-
iieves the San Francisco officials when
aermainted with the- gravity of the
situation will promptly rescind their
oletroxions order aml pave the way
for a settlement of the collie tans-
tien through diplomatic channels.
••••••I1
Abram L. Weil & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Lifealabilfty, 'steam Boiler-
Campbell 1-31ock.




Is-lit are used v.ith :ow style dress save
-en elaborate receiving outs. Nvilen
:the slippers should match the gown . United States has increased front v.-
-and be either kid or satin. Only in 000 long tone in 188o to 436,000 in
the ev ing are colored, slippers cor- ino6, and the United States now fine
rect. should match the frock in nishes over 57 per cent of the world'.
• I. sine- ins snree eupply.
1905.
Peat i= used in Germany for bed-
ding. fodder. filter. fuel and packing
purpoSee. and the consumption of it
is constantly increasing.
The Austrian diet has decided to re-
London,
the production of copper in the
.2•15.4Alledidiabo.oakaisak•46•111ba-
• `712N-
seized with the Spicer conscience.
V1'h3-, there wouid not be enoug ii
'snail coin in tine country to accom
nualate those.who would have use for
it. Great Mang of men would ist-
seen flying down the streets'. looking
for the farmers from whom they hot -
roused a feu peaches or apple's a qoar
ter of a century ago. When or
called at the business office of a gre.o
manufacturer. you , would'read upos
the door, "Gone to pay for a quart la
milk he stole from the springliotea-
of Simon Wia ITCH," or words to that
effect.
Or. it might be that you had oc:a
sion to call a doctor for sonic member
of the household, It would be an.
'toying to be informed that the ph) si
eian would not be in for half a day:
that he was hunting for a fellow who
brought a load of peacjiee to town
twenty years ago. and from whom he
borrowed a couple 14 nice, juicy ones
when thc• fellow wasn't looking, if
it is a lawyer yott are anxious to see
For a few minutes, you are likely to)
be informed that be is seeking the
man from u hom he filched three nice
cantaloupe' away rhack iii the 'es-en-
tice, Or perhaps you want a mini.:. •
of the 'wipe!. Ile is figuring up In
much fisc eggs were worth in 1874
He didn't steal the eggs—oh, no. lie
fours* them. and ii, he hadn't taken
thirst down by the branch and cooked
them in a tin can, and divided wit"
the (Wier boys, the eggs might b...
ladled anyway.
Should the Spicer way become the.
eniver.al way, what a lot of roastina
ears would suddenly be naid for. se '
potatoes boas have baked in the cat:
What a surprise it would be to I.
neighbors to be ihfortned that, realle
and truly, the tanctiseketious fellow
who fives next door is no better
lie ought to he, because he is tisane
all of Lis spare change to reimburse
unsuspecting people for the fruit amd
flowers and vegetable* that he. iii h
triad, wild days, thought belonged
him.
But. after all, Spicer can't fool -
with his dollar bill and his watt
melon tale. We are always suspi-
cious of the fellow- who takes too
much pains .to give his ticket to the
street car conductor. and then tells
about it. We' have never known an
honest man to proclaim his honesty.0
nor a dishonest one who didn't. When
a man spends' a dollar to convince
people he i- honest, he is usually try-
ing to get a chance to 'teal tivs
meaning no disrespect to Spicer
rect. '
Opie Reed !ells a pretty good story
illustrating the Maine He relates it-
as a fact that a' tollgate-keeper one
day had occasion to leave the gate
open while he went to the field to
work. A fellow with a shiny black
coat plodded over the field to where
the gete-keeper was employed, and
offered him a nickel for toll. The
trate-keeper took the coin and asked
if the gate W2 not open. The fellow
said it was. Then why did he not
go on through. the licePer asked.
whereupon the fellow said that would
not base been dishonest, and that he
wanted to prove his 'honesty. Then
the wise old tollgate-keeper called his
son to him- and said: "Boy. keep your
eye on this fellow till he gets ont of
eight: he wants to steal something.
He's too dinned 'honest."
Pontoffice. Site at Mayffeld.
Front the 1.1.'aihingtott
is learned that the goeernmen• nas
purchased of the Christian clitir:11
this place their lot on Broadwny. cor-
ner of Ninth, says the .Mayfieirl Ates-
senger.
The price indicated is $7.000. 'on no
such a bid has ever been ordsred and
it is thought a typographi;t1 criew
made the dispatch say $7,000. it
should have been17,500. .
If this is the case, the size of the
lot sold to the government was lox
130 feet. which leaves a strip of rIP
feet on the north side and a small
piece on the east side hack of Rule's
store.
Since the lot has been mu-dia.:et
we take it that work will begin on the
building as soon as spring opens. This
is a very excellent hit and will mak-
a good site for our new postodace
t•••P(Itsm• . .
Paducah Transfer Company(incorporatst)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS. de
sumurroa FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
CRT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND WO) ROE BOTH FROMM
P. D FITZPATRICK. SUPT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Ponies, Nickels, Dimes and Qurters Make the Delius
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEF:OCIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
1 ST ON IT AND SEE liOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
HAND ACCOUNT,
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH







Now Is the time Nto Buy
Wail gaper;
Ule have the largest Line of up-to-datc wall paper











































Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3t.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
ins. 523 1-3 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, N.B.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building.
p3 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4420;
Unlimilkd Ticket $5,00. meals and
berth included.
, ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, Si so each, without
meals; lion with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen, Pays Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS




Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114, Fraternity Building.







Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)




Polar seas - are in every case shal-
.er than tropical.
A noman talks about herself—or
bout some other woman.
There is a sure re)) aid for faithfu'
oce,—Hotace. .
New York rashions
Spring Millinery, Large and Small
Shapes, Flats, Black and White
Hats, Flowers Galore, Leg-
horn., New Silks, Dress
Materials, Suit
Jackets.
The story of spring millinery is
easily told. The "ready-to-wear" hat
is first on tI4 scene—not differing es-
sentially from those of last season.
Leghoru, Panama, Milan, chip or
plaid straw hats in large or small
shapes, are trimmed with velvet or
silk folds or drapings of checked chif-
fon around crowns of increased height
Quills and plumage are unlimited in
this class of millinery, and seem des-
tined to continue the grotesque effects
of the present season, brought about
by small hats perched on overhang-
pompadour rolls, with one or sev-
eral quills sticking off in any direc-
tion, utterly regardless of taste or
Contour.
Large Hats.
Flats of considerable size with un-
dulating brims, appear in all classes of
millinery, and charming effects are
attained by wreaths of wisteria, morn-
ing glories or poppies, or of any other
dower used singly or in combination.
The addition of large roses, black
ribbon, velvet or plain ribbon will be
an optional matter. No new shapes
are shown as yet—the mushroom, the
large crown sailor, the pointed toque.
a medium-sized shape, turned up at
one aide, the small sailor and the
"picture hat" comprise the spring
repertoire.
Trimmings.
Flowers are again in the lead, with
bodying every imaginable grunping of
plaids, checks and stripes; the latter
from their different widths facilitat-
ing most attractive blendings. An-
other weave shows a clouded ground
and comes in twenty colorings. Black
and white silks are particularly pretty
this scason, and black hair-line
stripes on a white surface, with shad-
ed dots on the stripes, is one of the
newest designs. Foulards, as well as
all other styles, arc very strong in the
display now made by Lord & Taylor
and are almost entirely in new pat-
terns, except the large dot, which ap-
pears to be new from its surround-
ings..
Dress Fabrics.
Innumerable varieties of light-
weight spring wools are classed as
"suitings," but stripes are really the
only novelty in this direction. Checks
or plaids, visible and invisible, figure
alone or in combination and stripes
of hair-line and other widths are
blended with astonishing ingenuity.
Silk or wool voiles are in the main,
exact reproductions of patterns dis-
played in suitings. Some of these
high-class fabrics, however', have em-
broidered dots on invisible stripes.
Suit Jackets.
Theo.... include the box Coat, a tight-
fitting medium-length coat, smartly
trimmed with braid and velvet or
brass Luttons, the "Pony Coat" and
its various modifications, and the in-
dispensable Eton. Most of the new
suit models are in checks or stripes
with the plaited sk'ht. and so far the
box coat appears to have the prefer-
ence. Colored facings on cuffs, col-
lars and frrt••• brighten up plaids or,
ribbon as an important additiona and checks, and in one style of
oftentimes the'sole garniture. The% fang around the neck is
use of cretonne i. a positive eccen-
tricity in millinery, and its general
ackiption is not probable. A large
Leghorn is covered by eretotine..with
clouds of blue malinette around the
crown, with two large blue wings a,
accelsories, the quill ends showing at
the front. Another hat has a cre-
tonne trimming throughout, with tite
addition of wings. A small' sailor has
into a species of cravat,







NEED OF HOME PROTECTION.
American society, as tar as men arc
concerned, is run too much on the
open-door policy. We need a little
more home protection.
a cretonne hand around the cross!). Any man with a decent coat andthe edges hound with crimson leather half-way decent manners can get an;and a smart gilt buckle at the side entree into any house4 he chooses.give, floish. This has produced a class of social
White 'rid Black. freeboottrs—men whose attentions
The continuance of this fancy ao- are without intention, and who simply
pears in sonic of the earliest. importa- use the parlors of their feminine ac-
tions, cne of which is a large white quaintances as a kind of free club,
chip, with a broad bow of white rib. where they are electric fanned and
cbon. A second white thip shows an ool-d:inked in summer and steam-
artistic knotting of black velvet (on heated , in .winter, and entertained at
the brim) at the front, and two gigan- all times without money and without
price.
Debutantes suffer most from this
polite piracy of time and opportuni-
ties.
People 'who take things they have
no right to, and for which they never
intend 'paying, seldom have any
-scruple about helping themselveA to
the best, and it is invariably the moat
attractive of the season's buds that
the man who never makes good se-
lects as the victim of his prolitles,s
devotion.
The matter is all the worse, when,
as is often the case, the girl is pretty
and charming, but poor and of humble
rank in society than the man, whose
attentions to her are without inten-
tion.
Sometimes, if he is extra honorable,
he will tell her that he is not a mar-
rying man, and then tic feels free to
monopolize her society, careless of
the fact that he is keeping other suit-
ors away, and filling her heart and
mind so full of himself that when the
honest man does come who asks her
hand in marriage she will have itoth-
Those of domestic manufacttire arc ing but the less, of affection to give
of first importance, tome varities•em- him.—Nasliville Banner. .
tin quills are laid fiat on the crown.
A pure white hat has a draping of
white crepe de chine, brought twice
across the howl crown and looped at
the bask with long. flowing ends. A
large citoter of white violets is at
the left side.
Small Legherns.
A great future is predicted for
rather Final! Leghorn;, one of whia
is yellow, turned up at one side and
trimmed by one black Velvet and
three white leather folds'. Two large.
flat rosettes of black velvet with white
leather centers are at either side, one
against the crown, the other atteclt-
ing the brim to the crown.. Chauge-
able taffeta will be much used in mil-
linery this season, and bandeaux ' are
not very high, therefore hats- will be
worn closer to the hat, and smaller
entler-:irim trimmings are already ap-
parent.' Millinery always has a wider
ratlike of color than that of dress lab-
but the hat to match is not yet
a certainty:
REPORT Of THE CONDITION OF Fitlit-nELPLESS
I FIRST NATIONAL PROCTOR KNOTT
BANKNO.1599
At Paducah, Ky,, at the Close of
• Business Tawny 26, 1907
Resources.
Louis and Discounts 
Overdrafts, secured and un-
secured 
U. S. bonds to secure cir-
culation 
Bonds, securities, etc 
Banking house, furniture
and fixtures 
Due from National Banks
(not reserve agents) 
Due from State Banks and
Bankers 
Dime from approved reserve
agents 
Checks and other cash
items 
New building account 
Notes of other National
Banks 
Fractional paper currency,
nickels and cents 




Redemption fund with U.S.



















Capitol stock paid in $loo,00000
Surplus fund  1013,000.00
Undivided profits, less ex-
penses and taxes paid  34,074.37
National Bank notes out-
standing  64,000.00
Due to other National
flanks  1,693.28
Due to state banks and
bankers  2.543.39
Individual deposits subject
to check  316,390.17
Demand certificates of de-
posit 25.00
Time certificates of de-
posit  135.746.15
Notes 'and. bills rediscount-
ed   11,52500
Reserved for taxes  1o,00aoo
Total $775497.36
State of Kentucky, County of Mc-
Cracken. ss.:
I. T. A. Baker, cashier of the above
named bank, do selemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
T. A. BAKER. Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 31S1 day of January, 1907.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.









Writes Letter to Mrs. Maud Nathan,
of the Consumers' League.
New York, Feb. 2 . —▪ .% letter from
President Roosevelt to Mrs. Maud
Nathan, president of the C.onattmera.
League, was read at the annual meet
trig of the league in this ciry yesterr
day. The letter follows: .
"Permit me. through you, to ex•
press my earliest hope for the success
for the Consumers' League. You are
doing work that should appeal to
every good citizen, for those you be-
friend are certainly in need of friends
and are not powerful enough to stand
up for themselves. I am specially in-
terested in $.our efforts to improve
the conditions under which working
girls do their. work in the great shops:
and I have, of course, an especial in-
terest in your effort to combat the
evils of child labor.
"There is much outcry. chiefly. T
think, from the beneficiaries of abuses.
against interference by the national
government with work which should
be done by the state governments.
I would always rather iliave the local
authorities themselves attend to any
evil, and therefore. I would rather
have the state authorities work omit
such reforms when possible; but if
the state authorities do not do as
they should in matters of such vita;
importance to the whole nation as
this of child labor, then there will be
no choice but for the national gov-
ernment to interfere. I am striving
to secure either final action or else a
full and thorough investigation of the
matter by the authority of congress
at the present time."
. -
Prepared for Her.
"What's that little slip of pataa?''
"Oh, I mnst'itt forget that. It's a
c.Jipping that puts the buckwheat crop
for the present year at isaxso.000
bushels."
"What ate you going to do with it?';
-Shsw it to my wife the next time
I ask her if. we can't have hot cakes
for bosakfast., and she says there
iaii't 111V buckwheat in the market"—
Cleveland Plain Dealer,
NOW SEVENTY-SIX YEARS OF
AGE MOVES AROUND WITH
AID OF HIS SERVANT.
The Great Son of Kentucky is Pass-
ing Away the Closing Days of
His Lofe.
(Correspondence Henderson Journal)
'Lebanon, Ky., Feb. 2.—In a little
one-story frame cottage in the heart
of Lebanon, a former governor of
Kentucky is passing the closing days
of his strenuous career, and with the
aid of tnemory and old friends is put-
ting off the conquest that paralysis
and loss of sight have made immi-
nent. JI:ones Prom, Knott, now sev-
enty-six years of age, feeble and help-
less of body, is nevertheless keen of
mind 'andbright of recollections, and
in the stooping figure, leaning on one
faithful old colored servitor, his
friends can still see the characteristics
of the great man who for a decade
was a chief feature in congress.
Gov. Knott's left side is paralyzed,
but with the aid of his servant he is
able to traverse the short distance
betweeii his house, which is hardly a
stone' throw from Cie business part
of Lebanon. and the bank where all
of his business i, transacted. He
loves to talk to his. old friends Of the
days that are gone, and, as often in
the case of a man like hint, he lives
largely in the past. Four years ago.
when his country house. Lea Riggs.
about four miles from Lebanon, was
dertroyed. he had the cottage where
#he now lives, built especially for him.
It contains few rooms, but it answer,
all of 'his needs.
Old Friends Come.
Mrs. Knott frequently reads to him
and he keeps closely in touch %vith
and takes deco interest in the event'
of the day. The occasional coning of
an old friend adds a bright spot to
his life. Among those who aisital
him, within the past few months are
Gen. John B. Castleman. Judge Hob-
son. Senator-elect T. If. Paynter, and
many of the state politician;.
Always distinguished by a sarcasm
that was aa keen as It was stinging.
Gov. Knott's view of life has fallen
into that of the palssimist. He .be-
lieves that the republic is doomed
and that the centralization of power
into the hands of a few men has gone
on to such an extent that there is no
longer any hope for it. In other
words lie is fully convinced of the
ultimate destiny of the "denmition
wwow s ."
lie alwaym adds, however. after ex-
pres-ing a view of this sort, that if.
by any chance or possibility, the
country is actually to he saved here-
after, it will he through the demo-
cratic party. Though he was strongly
oppose,' to the government ownership
of railway* proposition of Bryan. he
is now reconciled to it. and even
trtots that the Nebraskan -may be
able to light the way acro,a the
.swampy and uncertain path ihead
Prise for Roosevelt.
Governor Knott's interest in the
Browosville affair has been keen. and
he accords to President Roosevelt the
heartiest praise, declaring it is one of
the finest and most courageous things
ever done by a president. One can
imagine, after hearing him express his
views on this subject, that if he were
again in congress the same scorching
fire that he turned on Duluth in that
wonderful satire of his would be ex-
ploited for the benefit of those who
have attacked the president and his
views.
Gov. Kr, -•t's r.xpe-$ences have been
varied, ant" his -etiii• •...etices are rich.
He had i-,ten•ed • • rte a book
containing some of the events in
which he took part, but the quick ap-
proach of age and Itelpleisne%s has
prevented him from realizing hi; am-
bition. Anephew, Proctor Knott. Jr.,
is one of his favorites, and it is prob-
able that to him may be entrusted the
work , f preparing his autobiography.
' Seen By "Who's Who."
"Who's Who in America" gives the
following brief account of the life of
Gov. Knott:
'Born in Washington. now Marion
county Xy.. August 29. 183o; educated
at home' (IA.. D.. Center college.
1885: married June 14. 1858, Sarah R.
McElroy, Bowling Green. Ky.: re-
moved to Missouri, Vay,.85o; ntem-
ber Missouri legislature. 1858; attor-
re,y general Missouri. 1859-62; re-
turned to . Kentucky, 1862: practiced
law; member 'of congress. 1867-83:
goverlar of Kentucky, 1883-7: dele-
gate to Kentucky constitutional con-
vention, 189t. . Democrat. Professor
of and economics, Center col-
lege. 1802-4; professor of law and
dean of law faculty. same. 1804-19oi
Address. Lehanon. Ky."
Still oil. the Hoof.
We rt garde(' him with some slight
irritation.
.trriv4 " we a asked. "do you go tramp
iug throtigh the country, in this man
tier?"
-
"Well. boss," he answered, apolo-
getically. "I knovv it ain't correct, an'
I ordered, a swell red aeroplane pith
blue trimmire, from the Wright
brothers last October. Orville anti
Wijhur, though, ain't half as prompt







Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor front us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know;how to show
you perfumes. Our. knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since















Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by









Nizbest Prices Paid for Second-Hane
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
sal-sac Court Street: Old
It6A.
Clem Fransiol
tiovulr, WAGON IN CO
AuN.
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Syrup
Bronicals














THE HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOLY WISH TO KNOW
RING 1513 OR CALL AT 08
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT 9E.
• SIGNS, ARTISTIC. ATTRAC-
TIVE, UP-TO-DATE PIC.
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•
POPULAR WANTS. •
* • • • • • • • • • • • • •
AGENTS—Nameplateg, signs, num-
, 'bets, :cadable darkest nights. Easily
sold. Profits large. Sampfes free.
Wright Supply Co., Englewood, Ill.
• 
SALESMAN WANTED—For West
Kentucky. Exclusive line and
territory., Call. W. S. Birdsall, Craig
"Itotel, 7 to 9 a. nl.; 7 ro to p.
Ft )14• RENT-3 room cottage
ou,c s‘ith bath and sewerage con-
: gpeition 423 Adams street. Apply to
North Seventh street •Phone ta2a.
WANTEI)--White woman to look
(ter- ctaildren and assist in general
leping—good wages Reference
required. Old 'Phone 867.
FOR RENT—Five room co!tage
,onse with bath and sewerage con-
' ion 423 Adams street. Apply to
"‘;, Sexenth street. 'Phone 1325-
)1ot IL 
SALE—Drug stbre, stock and
'in es at a bargain. Apply at
al r.
.11/ 
tht•-datc cleaning and press-
go to Solomon the Tall-
1 , Third St. Two 'phones.
c.a.%
.rc "ew brick house
141, lesirable rooms and
'cc. ace, by mouth or
"d HALL
oily tleterm , REAL ESTATE
5, 'ma w, amat. rnity building.
walking in thin t
French heels. tn .
Isaot at this tirne .legant fiats, Se.v
•ron a low tie is it, Y. Apply to B.
Low shoes with,
during the winter. 
never worn in, U. S. 'ARMY—
llieres little "va Tied men between
Viromen who in citizens of United
pavement: tiresoll taracter and tern-
1v y putting rubber I,, can .peak, reAd
• slaws. These For information
i
common sen-e hC Officer. New
•ary on a light t e 'adueah, Ky.
'boots are worn alit 
- added support letstvountant.
▪ required. Br"wrt . systematize and
:Ire rather smart 'day, week or the
walking costume. lige.
coarse. are in. "P,,f, JR., 118 Fra
With a reception a
with plain leather _ _
serviceable. for they
/ler with a long skit .rgains.
-pumps with spats
aome extent, but we may.
altries are now out are • the !nog
For the home bla
attede. velvet, satin c till April VI itIt
kid are nsed with :it*
a elaborate receivi
the slippers sliould
ritl be either kid or ats are among
the ey ing are colors,- may be worn
rect. should ins
• ' ""r likewise plod
the m• aterial or of in. They are
“imming on the gown. ,
are now wont altogetE ar,. lo.e
.y -by itscs.i


















v for next year.




A REMEDI S Ai
liON. W. C. CLARK GONE TO
BOKOSHE, INDIAN TERRI-
TORY, TO LOCATE.
Will Hereafter Have Charge of the
EJitorial Department of the
Choctaw Herald.
Capt. W. C. Clark, the 'Veteran poli-
tician and former postmaster of Pa-
ducah, has &Ione to Bokoshe, Indan
Territory, and taken charge of the
editorial department of the Choctaw
Herakl. which was started there last
year by his son-in-law. Mr. Jesse G.
Curd. Last, week a copy of the Herald
makes announcement to that effect.
as fo!lows:
"A (leal was made last week *here.
by an interest in The Choctaw Herald
passed into the liands of Captain W.
C. Clark, of Paducah, Ky., who has
assumed the editorial management of
the paper.
-Captain Clark i, one of the lead-
ing democrats of Western Kentucky
and has been a party leader in his dis-
trict for many years. He 'has served
the people of his county in various
political capacities several times, the
last being as representative from
McCracken county in 1933-4 He was
postmaster at Paducah under both
Cleveland administrations, and was a
Confederate captain in the civil war._
"The Cliactaw Herald has always
been politically independent. but in
future still be affiliated with the dem-
aacratic part. and may be depended
upon to fight the battles of democracy
and the "great common people,"
whielothat party represents. Respect-
fully: . JESSE G. CURD."
this. issue of The Choetaw
Hetabl .1 assuriae full eoutrol .the
taliatsqal ilawrunent the paper It
shall be the rfflica of the paper in the
future to up44,1/1 its high standard
journalism: to putiorth be%t ef-
forts for the upbuilding of Ilukckshe
*nd the rew state of Oklahoma. and
I know that to serve these end: in the
most ,satisfactory manner the paper
must be democratic, and it uhall be
in? duty as a democrat to hold the
priuciulais of my party before the pen-
plc. It should be the policy of eyery
newspaper to deal -squarely with all
questions of public weal fronl its own
juiliticai sicapoint, and hitch is the
future policy isf this paper.
"4%Shile I shall dictate the politi.-
policy of The Herald. Mr. Curd wilt
manage the business department. and
all favors shown the paper will receive
the same prompt attention and appre-
ciation af.,11040ftat.
-4.Clits; 4 CLatiK. UM.




LAWYER YOHN G. MILLER RE-
TURNED FROM FRANK-
FORT YESTERDAY.
It is Not Thought Appellate Judges
Will Compel Printing of All
Documents.
Hon John Cr Miller. the attorney,
returned yesterday morning from
Frankfort; where hc has been on busi-
ness with the appellate bench and hc
annonnees that he does not think the
judges of that tribunal will adopt the
rule a committee from the State Bar
association tie 'ire' emablished regard-
ing attorneys and clients being com-
pelled to have printed all documents
taken from the lower conrts to the
appellate tribunal whenever any liti-
gation is taken to the latter body for
tinal adujudication.
Mr. Miller was requested by the
appellate bench to advise them on.1
the point, and his coun,e1 was that '
the rule be rejected. a's he thought it
a bad one, because it would make
poor :itigants have to pay a'dditional
costs and the advantages would not
offset the handicapping features.
One of fhe State Bar aesociation
committee remarked before' T.awyer
I Willer that he did not believe the
jmiges would adopt the -rtile. The
jurists have not yet -decided what to
do in the matter.
CLAIMED BY DEATH.
Mr. lotto Bourne Died at Ghent. Ky.,
Where He Resided.
;Telegrams from Cilunit. Ky.. yes-
day - announced the death of Mr.
lthn Rotirne. father of Mrs. \V. H.
Pittke:ton. who lkt this city several
ays ago to attend his bedside. No
details were given the dissolution
in the we,sage.
Mr. llonrne was a nrominent fir-
tcred merchant and, a lead. Mg citizen
of 'Olt place. 'fa, Nvqe 'is eery ill.,
aaal•er -Pinl:ertisn
ety there.
,• Mr. Iloarre v-try Fallu.•ah





e place on sale, our entire stock o
Men's, Boy's and Children's
Suits dis Overcoats
at prices never before quoted on first class, dependable merchandise.
Nothing will be reserved. Suits consist of Worsteds, Cassimeres, Che-
viots, Thibets, Granites. and Clays both in Round and Double breasted




Are made Box effects andl long cuts, in, Blues, Blacks 'and Fancies.
Cravenette coats and Blue and Black Suits included in this sale
ys Suits, 69 Cents Up
We ar still continuing our special sale of Four







WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
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